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Abstract
We define the characteristic cycle of a locally constant e´tale sheaf on a smooth
variety in positive characteristic ramified along boundary as a cycle in the cotangent
bundle of the variety, at least on a neighborhood of the generic point of the divisor
on the boundary. The crucial ingredient in the definition is an additive structure on
the boundary induced by the groupoid structure of multiple self products.
We prove a compatibility with pull-back and local acyclicity in non-characteristic
situations. We also give a relation with the characteristic cohomology class under a
certain condition and a concrete example where the intersection with the 0-section
computes the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic.
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, X be a smooth scheme of dimension
d over k and D be a divisor of X with simple normal crossings. Let Λ be a ring finite
over Zℓ[ζp] or a finite extension of Qℓ(ζp) for a prime ℓ 6= p and F be a locally constant
constructible sheaf of free Λ-modules on the complement U = X D.
We formulate a condition that the ramification of F along D is non-degenerate along
D in Definition 3.1. The condition roughly says that the ramification along D is uniformly
controlled by the ramification at the generic points of irreducible components and is sat-
isfied after shrinking X to a neighborhood of each generic point. It is a non-logarithmic
variant of that studied in [27] and [5], which is a generalization of the cleanness originally
introduced by Kato in [21].
Assuming this condition, we define the characteristic cycle Char(F) in Definition 3.5
as a d-dimensional cycle on the cotangent bundle T ∗X . We show that the characteristic
cycle has coefficients in Z[1
p
] in Proposition 3.10. The author does not know how to define
the characteristic cycle without the non-degenerate assumption.
For a morphism f : X ′ → X of smooth schemes over k, we define the condition that f
is non-characteristic with respect to F on X in Definition 3.7 in terms of Char(F). We
prove that the construction of the characteristic cycles commutes with the pull-back by
non-characteristic morphisms in Proposition 3.8. This is a special case of an expected
compatibility of the construction of the characteristic cycle with pull-back, cf. [19, Propo-
sition 9.4.3]. We deduce a characterization of the support of the characteristic cycle in
terms of the restrictions to curves transversally meeting the boundary in Proposition 3.12.
The results in this article are non-logarithmic variants of the logarithmic version studied
in [27] and [5] obtained by a different method of localization. The relation between the
∗MSC-classification: 14F20, 14G17, 11S15
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two methods is discussed in Section 2.6. A significant advantage of the non-logarithmic
version is that it behaves better with the restriction to curves. In particular, Proposition
3.12 enables us to deduce the local acyclicity, Proposition 3.15.
We also define the condition for a smooth morphism f : X → Y of smooth schemes
to be non-characteristic with respect to F on X in Definition 3.13 in terms of Char(F).
This property is an analog of that in a transcendental context [19, Proposition 8.6.4]. We
deduce the local acyclicity for a non-characteristic morphism in Proposition 3.15 from a
result of Deligne-Laumon [24].
We give a relation with the characteristic class defined in [3] in Corollary 3.19. As
an application, we give a concrete example of a computation of the Euler-Poincare´ char-
acteristic in Example 3.20. This is an extreme case of an expected compatibility of the
construction of the characteristic cycle with proper push-forward, cf. [19, Proposition
9.4.2], for a morphism to a point.
The crucial ingredient in the definition of the characteristic cycle is an additive struc-
ture on the boundary established in Corollary 2.15. Using a classification of a vector
bundle in characteristic p > 0 by a finite e´tale group scheme of Fp-vector spaces recalled
in Section 1.4, we relate the additive structure to the cotangent bundle in Definition
2.19. As an application of this relation, we study the graded quotients of the filtration by
non-logarithmic ramification groups of a local field of equal characteristic with imperfect
residue field in Section 2.5.
The additive structure on the boundary is defined as the restriction of an extension
constructed in Theorem 2.14 of the groupoid structure of multiple self products. Functo-
riality of multiple self products is interpreted as a groupoid structure using an equivalence
of categories Proposition 1.5 stated in terms of an extra structure on simplicial objects
introduced in Section 1.1.
More precisely speaking, the additive structure is defined on the boundary of the largest
e´tale scheme inside the normalizations of some partial blow-ups, called dilatations, of the
multiple self products in ramified coverings. Some functorial properties of the e´tale part of
normalizations are established in Section 1.2. We study properties of dilatations abstractly
in Section 1.3 and more concretely in Section 2.1.
An essential part of this work was done during the author’s stay at IHES in September
and October 2012. He thanks the hospitality of Ahmed Abbes. The author also thanks
Pierre Deligne for sending him unpublished notes [12] on ramification of sheaves, Vladimir
Drinfeld for an inspiring comment on the groupoid structure. He would like to thank
Luc Illusie for discussion on the cohomology of classifying spaces and local acyclicity and
Alexander Beilinson for discussion on the definition of the characteristic cycles. He thanks
to an anonymous referee for careful reading and numerous helpful comments. The research
was partially supported by JSPS Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A) 22244001.
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1 Preliminaries
1.1 Oversimplicial objects and groupoids
To describe groupoid objects in a category, we equip an extra structure on simplicial object
and call it an oversimplicial object. Although one could restrict to n ≦ 3 in the following
description for this purpose, we do not make this restriction for esthetic reason.
Recall that a category is said to be finite complete if finite inverse limits are repre-
sentable.
Definition 1.1. Let C be a category and let ∆˜ denote the full subcategory of the category
of sets consisting of the objects [0, n] = {0, 1, . . . , n} for integers n ≧ 0.
1. We call a contravariant functor P : ∆˜ → C an oversimplicial object of C. For an
oversimplicial object P and an integer n ≧ 0, we write Pn for P ([0, n]). For oversim-
plicial objects P and Q of C, we call a morphism f : P → Q of functors a morphism of
oversimplicial objects.
2. We call a cocartesian diagram
(1.1)
[0, m] −−−→ [0, n]x x
[0] −−−→ [0, l]
in ∆˜ an additive cocartesian diagram. We say that an additive cocartesian diagram (1.1)
is a standard one if the upper horizontal arrow [0, m] → [0, n] is the inclusion and if the
right vertical arrow [0, l]→ [0, n] is the addition by m.
Assume that C is finite complete. We say that an oversimplicial object P of C is
multiplicative, if every additive cocartesian diagram (1.1) defines a cartesian diagram
(1.2)
Pm ←−−− Pny ✷ y
P0 ←−−− Pl.
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We say a multiplicative object of P is strictly multiplicative if the two morphisms P1 → P0
are equal.
We say that a morphism Q→ P of oversimplicial objects of C is multiplicative, if, for
every additive cocartesian diagram (1.1), the diagram
(1.3)
Qm ×Pm Pn ←−−− Qny y
Pn ←−−− Ql ×Pl Pn
defined by the commutative diagrams
(1.4)
Qm ←−−− Qn −−−→ Qly y y
Pm ←−−− Pn −−−→ Pl
induced by (1.1) is cartesian.
The category ∆˜ contains the subcategory ∆ with the same underlying set and in-
creasing morphisms. Consequently, an oversimplicial object defines a simplicial object by
restriction.
In the rest of this subsection, we assume that C denotes a category that is finite
complete. We will write an oversimplicial object P as P• and a morphism of oversimplicial
objects f as f• in the following. For morphisms Q• → P• and R• → P• of oversimplicial
objects, the fibered product Q•×P•R• defined component wise is an oversimplicial objects.
Lemma 1.2. Let P• be a multiplicative oversimplicial object. Then, for a morphism
f• : Q• → P• of oversimplicial objects, the following conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent
if f0 : Q0 → P0 is a monomorphism.
(1) Q• is multiplicative.
(2) f• is multiplicative.
Proof. For an additive cocartesian diagram (1.1), if Pn → Pm ×P0 Pl is an isomorphism,
then the map
(Qm×Pm Pn)×Pn (Ql×Pl Pn) = Qm×Pm Pn×PlQl → Qm×Pm Pm×P0 Pl×PlQl = Qm×P0Ql
is also an isomorphism. If Q0 → P0 is a monomorphism., the last term is Qm ×Q0 Ql.
Hence the diagram (1.2) with P replaced by Q is cartesian if and only if the diagram (1.3)
is cartesian.
For a pair of morphisms s, t : P → S, we fix notation for fibered multi-products. For
integers n ≧ 0, we will define
(1.5) sn, tn : P
×n
S = P ×S P ×S · · · ×S P → S
inductively as follows. For n = 0, we set P×0S = S and s0 = t0 = idS. For n = 1, we set
P×1S = P and s1 = s, t1 = t. For n ≧ 1, we define P
×n+1
S = P
×n
S ×S P by the cartesian
diagram
(1.6)
P×nS
pr1←−−− P×n+1S
tn
y ypr2
S
s←−−− P
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and set sn+1 = sn ◦ pr1, tn+1 = t ◦ pr2. For integers n = l +m, a canonical isomorphism
(l, m) : P×nS → P×lS ×S P×mS is defined by induction on m. Here and in the following, for
pairs of two morphisms X → S and Y → S denoted by s and t or their variants, the fiber
product X×S Y is taken with respect to t : X → S and s : Y → S if otherwise is explicitly
stated.
Example 1.3. Let X → S be a morphism in C. Then by setting Pn = X×(n+1)S =
(X ×S X)×nX , we obtain a multiplicative oversimplicial object.
Let G be a group. We set Pn = G
×(n+1)/∆G to be the quotient by the diagonal action
for integer n ≧ 0. Then, they define a multiplicative oversimplicial object P•.
Let S be a scheme and E be a vector bundle over S. Then by setting Pn = Coker(diag : E
→ E×(n+1)S ), we obtain a strictly multiplicative oversimplicial object.
Definition 1.4. Let C be a category that is finite complete. We say that a 7-ple (P, S, s, t, e,
µ, ι) is a groupoid in C if P, S are objects of C, s, t : P → S, e : S → P, µ : P×2S = P×SP →
P, ι : P → P are morphisms of C such that the following diagrams are commutative:
P ×S P ×S P µ×id //
id×µ

P ×S P
µ

P ×S P µ // P,
P
(e◦s)×id//
id×(e◦t)

id
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ P ×S P
µ

P ×S P µ // P,
P
s−−−→ S
id×ι
y ye
P ×S P µ−−−→ P,
P
ι×id−−−→ P ×S P
t
y yµ
S
e−−−→ P.
We say a groupoid is a group if s = t.
We show that a multiplicative oversimplicial object defines a groupoid. Let P• be a
multiplicative oversimplicial object. We define s, t : P1 → P0, e : P0 → P1, ι : P1 → P1 to
be the morphisms defined by the maps [0]→ [0, 1] sending 0 to 0 and to 1 respectively, by
the unique map [0, 1] → [0] and by the map [0, 1] → [0, 1] switching 0 and 1. We define
µ : P1×P0P1 → P1 to be the composition of the inverse of the isomorphism P2 → P1×P0 P1
defined by the cartesian diagram (1.2) corresponding to the standard additive cocartesian
diagram for l = m = 1 with the map P2 → P1 defined by the map [0, 1] = {0, 1} → [0, 2] =
{0, 1, 2} sending 0 to 0 and 1 to 2.
Proposition 1.5. Let C be a category that is finite complete.
1.([17, Proposition 2.2.3]) Let P• be a multiplicative oversimplicial object. Then (P1, P0,
s, t, e, µ, ι) defined above is a groupoid in C.
2. Let G be the category of groupoids in C andM be the full subcategory of the category
of oversimplicial objects in C consisting of multiplicative objects. Then, the functor
(1.7) M→ G
defined by the construction in 1. is an equivalence of categories. The functor (1.7) induces
an equivalence of categories on the full subcategories consisting of strictly multiplicative
objects of C and of groups in C.
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We say that a multiplicative oversimplicial object P• is associated to the groupoid P1
over P0. If P• is associated to a groupoid P over S, the groupoid P over S is determined
by P0, P1, P2 and the morphisms between them.
Proof. 1. Define an isomorphism Pn → P×n1P0 inductively to be the composition Pn →
Pn−1×P0P1 → P×n−11P0 ×P0P1 = P×n1P0 where the first isomorphism is defined by the standard
additive cocartesian diagram for m = n − 1 and l = 1. We identify Pn with P×n1P0 by
this isomorphism. Then, the commutative diagrams in Definition 1.4 follow from the
commutative diagrams
[0, 3] [0, 2]
07→0,17→2,27→3oo
[0, 2]
07→0,17→1,27→3
OO
[0, 1],
07→0,17→2
OO
07→0,17→2oo
[0, 1] [0, 2]
07→0,17→0,27→1oo
[0, 2]
07→0,17→1,27→1
OO
[0, 1],
07→0,17→2
OO
id
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
07→0,17→2oo
[0, 1] [0]
07→0oo
[0, 2]
07→0,17→1,27→0
OO
[0, 1],
OO
07→0,17→2oo
[0, 1] [0, 2]
07→1,17→0,27→1oo
[0]
07→1
OO
[0, 1],oo
07→0,17→2
OO
in ∆˜.
2. We construct a quasi-inverse functor. Let (P, S, s, t, e, µ, ι) be a groupoid in C. We
put Pn = P
×n
S for integer n ≧ 0. For a map f : [0, m]→ [0, n] in ∆˜, we define a morphism
f ∗ : Pn → Pm inductively on m ≧ 0.
Assume m = 0 and i : [0] → [0, n] be the map sending 0 to i ∈ [0, n]. Then, we define
i∗ : Pn → P0 to be the composition
(1.8) Pn
can−−−→ Pi ×S Pn−i ti×sn−i−−−−→ S ×S S = P0.
Next, we consider the case m = 1. We define µn : Pn → P1 for n ≧ 0 inductively
as follows. We set µ0 = e, µ1 = id and µ2 = µ. For n ≧ 1, we define µn+1 to be the
composition
(1.9) Pn+1 = Pn ×S P1 µn×id−−−→ P1 ×S P1 µ−−−→ P1.
If 0 ≦ i ≦ j ≦ n, for the map (ij) : [0, 1]→ [0, n] sending 0 7→ i and 1 7→ j, we define (ij)∗
to be the composition
(1.10) Pn
can−−−→ Pi ×S Pj−i ×S Pn−j ti×µj−i×sn−j−−−−−−−−→ S ×S P1 ×S S = P1
and define (ji)∗ to be the composition ι ◦ (ij)∗.
Let f : [0, m + 1] → [0, n] be a map. Let g : [0, m] → [0, n] be the restriction of f
and define h : [0, 1] → [0, n] by h(0) = f(m) and h(1) = f(m + 1). Then, we define
f ∗ : Pn → Pm+1 to be
(1.11) Pn
g∗×h∗−−−→ Pm ×P0 P1 = Pm+1
For an integer i ∈ [0, m] and a morphism f : [0, m]→ [0, n], if fi : [0, i]→ [0, n] denotes
the restriction of f and f ′i : [0, m− i]→ [0, n] be the composition of +i : [0, m− i]→ [0, m]
with f . Then, by induction on m− i, one shows that f ∗ : Pn → Pm is the composition
(1.12) Pn
f∗i ×f
′∗
i−−−−→ Pi ×P0 Pm−i can
−1−−−→ Pm.
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We show that P• defined above is a functor. It suffices to show that, for morphisms
f : [0, l] → [0, m] and g : [0, m] → [0, n], we have (g ◦ f)∗ = f ∗ ◦ g∗. By the inductive
definition (1.11), it suffices to consider the cases l = 0 and l = 1. We show the case l = 0.
Let i : [0]→ [0, m] be the map sending 0 7→ i. Then, by the decomposition (1.12) and by
the definition (1.8), the composition i∗ ◦ g∗ : Pn → P0 is the composition
(1.13) Pn
can−−−→ Pf(i) ×P0 Pn−f(i)
f∗i ×f
′∗
i−−−−→ Pi ×P0 Pm−i
ti×sm−i−−−−−→ S ×S S = P0.
Since ti ◦ f ∗i = tf(i), sm−i ◦ f ′∗i = sn−f(i), it is equal to f(i)∗ : Pn → P0 as required.
The case l = 1 is an immediate consequence of the following elementary fact on
groupoid.
Lemma 1.6. Let (P, S, s, t, e, µ, i) be a groupoid in the category of sets and x1, . . . , xn be
elements of P satisfying s(xi) = t(xi−1) for i = 2, . . . , n. For 0 ≦ i ≦ j ≦ n, let xij denote
the product xi+1 · · ·xj and xji the inverse x−1ij .
Then, for a morphism f : [0, m]→ [0, n] and 0 ≦ i ≦ j ≦ m, we have
xf(i)f(j) = xf(i)f(i+1) · · ·xf(j−1)f(j).
Proof. It follows by induction on j − i.
1.2 Normalization and e´taleness
Lemma 1.7. We consider a commutative diagram
(1.14)
V ←−−− V ′y y
X
f←−−− X ′
of morphisms of normal schemes where the vertical arrows are e´tale, separated and of finite
type. Let Y and Y ′ be the normalizations of X and X ′ in V and V ′ and let W ⊂ Y and
W ′ ⊂ Y ′ be the largest open subschemes e´tale over X and over X ′ respectively.
1. The map V ′ → V is extended uniquely to a map g : Y ′ → Y .
2. Assume that the diagram (1.14) is cartesian. Assume either that each component
of X ′ dominates a component of X or that V → X is the composition V → U → X of
a finite e´tale map V → U and an open immersion U → X. Then, we have g−1(W ) =
W ×X X ′ ⊂W ′.
3. Assume that f : X ′ → X is smooth. Then, we have g(W ′) ⊂W .
Proof. 1. Since the assertion is local on X and on X ′, we may assume X = Spec A, Y =
Spec B and X ′ = Spec A′ are affine and A′ is an integral domain. Let K ′ be the fraction
field of A′. Then, Y ′ = Spec B′ for the integral closure B′ of A′ in the e´tale K ′-algebra
L′ = Γ(V ′ ×X′ K ′,O). The image of any element in B in L′ is integral over A′ and hence
contained in B′.
2. If the diagram (1.14) is cartesian, W ×X X ′ is a normal scheme containing V ′ =
V ×X X ′ as an open subscheme. Further if each component of X ′ dominates a component
of X if or V → X is the composition of a finite e´tale map and an open immersion, then
V ′ = V ×X X ′ is dense in W ×X X ′. Hence Y ′ contains g−1(W ) = W ×X X ′.
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3. Since f : X ′ → X is assumed smooth, the base change Y ×X X ′ is normal. Hence,
by replacing X and V by X ′ and V ×X X ′, it is suffices to show the assertion in the case
where X = X ′. Further we may assume X, Y and Y ′ are strictly local and then it is
clear.
Corollary 1.8. Let
(1.15)
V1
g1←−−− V g2−−−→ V2y y y
X1
f1←−−− X f2−−−→ X2
be a commutative diagram of normal schemes where the vertical arrows are e´tale, separated
and of finite type. Let Y, Y1, Y2 be the normalizations of X,X1, X2 in V, V1, V2 and let
W,W1,W2 be the largest open subschemes of Y, Y1, Y2 e´tale over X,X1, X2 respectively.
Assume that f1 : X → X1 and f2 : X → X2 are smooth and that the diagram
(1.16)
V1 ×X1 X ←−−− Vy ✷ y
X ←−−− V2 ×X2 X
induced by (1.15) is cartesian. Then the diagram (1.16) induces a cartesian diagram
(1.17)
W1 ×X1 X ←−−− Wy ✷ y
X ←−−− W2 ×X2 X.
Proof. By Lemma 1.7.1, the morphisms g1 : V → V1 and g2 : V → V2 induce Y → Y1 and
Y → Y2. By the assumption that f1 and f2 are smooth and by Lemma 1.7.3, they induce
W → W1 and W →W2. Hence, we obtain a commutative diagram (1.17).
We define an e´tale scheme W ′ over X by the cartesian diagram
(1.18)
W1 ×X1 X ←−−− W ′y ✷ y
X ←−−− W2 ×X2 X.
The cartesian diagram (1.16) defines an open immersion V → W ′. It induces an open
immersion W ′ → W . Since the commutative diagram (1.17) and the cartesian diagram
(1.18) define the inverse W →W ′, the assertion follows.
We prove a key lemma for the proof of Theorem 2.14.
Lemma 1.9. Let V• → X• be an e´tale, separated, of finite type and multiplicative mor-
phism of oversimplicial normal schemes.
1. For integers n ≧ 0, let Yn be the normalization of Xn. Then, the schemes Yn form
an oversimplicial normal scheme Y• containing V• as an oversimplicial subscheme.
2. For integers n ≧ 0, let Wn ⊂ Yn be the largest open subschemes e´tale over Xn.
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
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(1) For each injection [0, m]→ [0, n], the morphism Xn → Xm is smooth.
(2) The morphism V0 → V1 induces W0 →W1.
Then, the schemesWn form an oversimplicial open subschemeW• of Y• and the restriction
W• → X• of the morphism Y• → X• is multiplicative.
Proof. 1. It follows from Lemma 1.7.1.
2. We show that Wn form an oversimplicial subscheme W• of Y•. It suffices to show
that for each map [0, n]→ [0, m], the morphism Ym → Yn maps Wm to Wn. We show this
by induction on n ≧ 0. If [0, n] → [0, m] is an injection, it follows from Lemma 1.7.3 by
the assumption (1). Thus the case n = 0 is proved. We show the case n = 1. It suffices
to consider the case where [0, 1] → [0, m] is not an injection. In this case, it is uniquely
decomposed as [0, 1]→ [0]→ [0, m]. Hence, it follows from the case where n = 0 and the
assumption (2).
We consider an additive cocartesian diagram (1.1). Let
(1.19)
Vm ←−−− Vn −−−→ Vly y y
Xm ←−−− Xn −−−→ Xl
be the induced commutative diagram. Since V• → X• is assumed multiplicative, the
diagram (1.19) defines a cartesian diagram
(1.20)
Vm ×Xm Xn ←−−− Vny ✷ y
Xn ←−−− Vl ×Xl Xn
By Corollary 1.8, it is extended to a cartesian diagram
(1.21)
Wm ×Xm Xn ←−−− Wny ✷ y
Xn ←−−− Wl ×Xl Xn
since the lower horizontal arrows in (1.19) are smooth by the assumption (1).
Apply the above consideration to the additive cocartesian diagram
(1.22)
[0, n]
inclusion−−−−−→ [0, n+ 1]
07→n
x x+n
[0]
inclusion−−−−−→ [0, 1].
Then, to extend Vm → Vn+1 toWm → Wn+1, it suffices to extend the commutative diagram
(1.23)
Vn ←−−− Vm −−−→ V1y y y
Xn ←−−− Xn+1 −−−→ X1
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corresponding to Vm → Vn+1 by the cartesian diagram (1.20) to a commutative diagram
(1.24)
Wn ←−−− Wm −−−→ W1y y y
Xn ←−−− Xn+1 −−−→ X1
Since Vm → Vn is extended to Wm → Wn by the induction hypothesis, the morphism
Vm → Vn+1 is extended to Wm →Wn+1 as required.
By the cartesian diagram (1.21), the morphism W• → X• is multiplicative.
Lemma 1.10 ([5, Lemma 2.7]). Let
X ′
⊃←−−− U ′ ←−−− V ′y ✷ y ✷ y
X
⊃←−−− U ←−−− V
be a cartesian diagram of normal schemes. Assume that the vertical arrows are quasi-
finite, that each component of X ′ dominates a component of X, that the left horizontal
arrows are open immersions and that the right horizontal arrows are finite and e´tale. Let
X ← Y and X ′ ← Y ′ be the normalizations in V and V ′ respectively.
Let
(1.25)
Z ′
⊂−−−→ X ′y y
Z
⊂−−−→ X
be a commutative diagram where the horizontal arrows are closed immersions. Assume
that it is lifted to a commutative diagram
Z ′
s′−−−→ Y ′y y
Z
s−−−→ Y.
Then, Y → X is e´tale on a neighborhood of s(Z), if Y ′ → X ′ is e´tale on a neighborhood
of s′(Z ′) and if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Z ′ → Z is surjective.
(2) The base change of the diagram (1.25) by U → X is cartesian.
(3) Z ∩ U is dense in Z.
For the reader’s convenience, we include the proof in [5, Lemma 2.7].
Proof. Let x be a point of Z. We show that Y → X is e´tale at s(x). Let x′ be a point
of Z ′ above x and take a geometric point x¯ of Z above x and a geometric point x¯′ of Z ′
above x′ and x¯. By replacing X, Y,X ′ by their strict localizations at x¯, s(x¯) and at x¯′, we
may assume X, Y,X ′ are strictly local and X ′ → X is finite and surjective. It suffices to
prove that Y → X is an isomorphism.
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Since Y ′ is the normalization of X ′ ×X Y , it suffices to show that Y ′ → X ′ is an
isomorphism. Since Y ′ is the disjoint union of finitely many connected components, it
suffices to show the following.
(a) There exists a unique component meeting s′(Z ′).
(b) A component meeting s′(Z ′) is isomorphic to X ′.
(c) Every component meets s′(Z ′).
Since Z ′ is a closed subscheme of X ′, its image s′(Z ′) is also a local scheme and (a)
follows. Since the component of Y ′ containing s′(x′) is the strict localization at s′(x¯′), it is
isomorphic toX ′. Hence (b) is proved. We show (c). By the assumption (2), s(Z∩U)×Y Y ′
is isomorphic to (Z∩U)×XX ′ = Z ′∩U ′ and hence is equal to s′(Z ′∩U ′). By the assumption
(3), s(Z ∩U) ⊂ Y is not empty. Let Y ′1 be a component of Y ′. Since Y ′1 → Y is finite and
dominant, it is surjective and hence s(Z ∩U)×Y Y ′1 = s′(Z ′∩U ′)∩Y ′1 ⊂ s′(Z ′)∩Y ′1 is not
empty. Thus (c) is proved.
The following example shows that we can’t drop the assumption that X ′ → X is
quasi-finite even if U ′ = U .
Example 1.11. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, E be an
elliptic curve over k and L be a very ample invertible OE-module e.g. O(3 · [0]). Let
X = Spec
⊕
Γ(E,L⊗n) be the affine cone. The blow-up X ′ of X at the origin is the line
bundle L over E defined by the symmetric algebra
⊕
n≧0 L⊗n. The complement U ⊂ X
of the origin is the complement L E of the 0-section. Define a finite e´tale morphism
V → U to be the pull-back of an e´tale isogeny E ′ → E of degree > 1.
The normalization Y ′ of X ′ in V is the pull-back E ′ ×E X ′ and is e´tale over X ′. The
canonical map Y ′ → Y to the normalization Y of X in V contracts the closed fiber E ′ to
a point and the morphism Y → X is not e´tale.
The inverse image Z of the origin 0 ∈ E is a fiber of the line bundle X ′ → E and is
isomorphic to A1k. The composition Z → X ′ → X is a closed immersion since L is base
point free. The inverse image of 0 ∈ E ′ defines closed immersions Z → Y ′ and Z → Y
lifting Z → X ′ and Z → X . They satisfy the conditions (1)–(3) in Lemma 1.10.
1.3 Dilatations
Definition 1.12. Let
(1.26) D −−−→ P ←−−− X
be closed immersions of schemes. Assume that D is a Cartier divisor of P and let P ′ → P
denote the blow-up at the intersection D ∩X = D ×P X. We call the complement
P˜ = P (D·X) ⊂ P ′
of the proper transform of D the dilatation of P with respect to D and X.
If P = Spec A, if the Cartier divisor D is defined by a non-zero divisor t ∈ A and if
the closed subscheme X ⊂ P is defined by an ideal I ⊂ A, we have P (D·X) = Spec A˜ for
the subring
A˜ = A
[
I
t
]
⊂ A
[
1
t
]
.
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The closed subscheme D˜ of P˜ defined by the cartesian diagram
D˜ −−−→ P˜ = P (D·X)y ✷ y
D −−−→ P ←− X.
is a Cartier divisor and is a scheme over D ∩X = D ×P X . The canonical map P˜ → P
induces an isomorphism P˜ D˜ → P D. If X = P , the canonical map P˜ → P is an
isomorphism.
Example 1.13. 1. Let Y be a closed subscheme of a scheme X . Set P = A1X and regard
the 0-section X → P as a Cartier divisor D of P . Then, the dilatation P (D·A1Y ) is the
deformation to the normal cone of Y in X .
2. Let D be a Cartier divisor of X and Z be the 0-section of P = A1X . Then, the
dilatation P (A
1
D·Z) is the line bundle L(D) over X defined by the symmetric OX -algebra⊕
n≧0 InD.
The dilatation has the following universality, as an immediate consequence of that of
blow-up. Let (1.26) and P˜ = P (D·X) be as in Definition 1.12. Let ID ⊂ OP and IX ⊂ OP
be the ideals defining D and X respectively. Then, for a scheme T over P , if the pull-back
IDOT is an invertible ideal of OT and contains IXOT , then there exists a unique morphism
T → P˜ of schemes over P .
For example, if D∩X = DX is a divisor of X , then the immersion X → P is uniquely
lifted to X → P˜ = P (D·X) by the universality of dilatation. If D = D1 +D2 is the sum
of Cartier divisors, then we have a canonical morphism P˜ = P (D·X) → P˜1 = P (D1·X) by
the universality. Further assume that D1 ∩ X is a divisor of X , regard X as a closed
subscheme of P˜1 and let D˜2 denote the pull-back of D2 to P˜1. Then, we have a canonical
isomorphism P˜ → P˜ (D˜2·X)1 .
We study the structure of dilatations. For a regular immersion X → P of schemes
([7, De´finition 1.4] for the definition), the normal bundle TXP is the vector bundle over
X defined by the symmetric algebra S•NX/P where the conormal sheaf NX/P = IX/I2X is
defined by the ideal sheaf IX ⊂ OP . If X and P are smooth over a scheme S and if the
immersion X → P is a morphism over S, it fits in an exact sequence
0→ TX → TP ×P X → TXP → 0
of vector bundles on X where TX and TP denote the tangent bundles defined by the
symmetric algebras of the locally free modules Ω1X/S and Ω
1
P/S respectively.
For vector bundles E and E ′ on a scheme S, let E ⊗ E ′ denote the tensor product.
For a line bundle L on a scheme S and an integer n, let L⊗n denote the n-th power. For
a vector bundle E on a scheme S and a Cartier divisor D of S, let E(D) = E ⊗ L(D)
denote the tensor product with the line bundle L(D) on S. We have TDS = L(D)×S D.
Lemma 1.14. We consider a cartesian diagram
D˜ −−−→ P˜ = P (D·X)y ✷ y
D −−−→ P ←− X
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where the arrows in the lower line are closed immersions as in (1.26). Assume that X → P
is a regular immersion and that D ∩X = DX is a Cartier divisor of X.
1. We have a canonical isomorphism
(1.27) D˜ → TXP (−DX)×X DX
on DX .
2. The immersion X → P˜ is also a regular immersion and there is a canonical iso-
morphism
(1.28) TX P˜ → TXP (−DX)
for the normal bundle.
Proof. 1. First, we prove the assertion locally on P . We assume that P = Spec A, that
t0, t1, . . . , tm is a regular sequence of A and that D and X are defined by the ideals (t0) and
(t1, . . . , tm) respectively. Then, we have P
(D·X) = Spec A˜ for A˜ = A[T1, . . . , Tm]/(t0T1 −
t1, · · · , t0Tm − tm). Hence, we have an isomorphism
(1.29) A/(t0, t1, . . . , tm)[T1, . . . , Tm]→ A˜/(t0).
Since DX = Spec A/(t0, t1, . . . , tm) and t0 and t1, . . . , tm define linear coordinates of TDP
and of TXP respectively, the isomorphism (1.29) defines an isomorphism (1.27). It is easily
checked that the isomorphism (1.27) thus defined is independent of the choices and defined
globally.
2. In the description in the proof of 1, X ⊂ P˜ is defined by the ideal of A˜ generated
by the regular sequence T1, . . . , Tm. Hence, we obtain an isomorphism (1.28). It is easily
checked that the isomorphism (1.28) thus defined is independent of the choices and defined
globally.
Corollary 1.15. Assume that P and X are regular and that D ⊂ P is a divisor with
normal crossings meeting X transversally. Then P˜ = P (D·X) is also regular and the pull-
back D˜ = D ×P P˜ is a divisor with normal crossings.
Proof. Since the assertion is e´tale local on P , we may assume that D has simple normal
crossings. Let D1, . . . , Dh be the irreducible components of D. Then, by the isomorphism
(1.27), the inverse images D˜i = D˜ ×D Di are regular divisors of P˜ meeting transversally.
Since the complement P˜ D˜ is isomorphic to P D and is regular, the scheme P˜ is
regular.
We consider the functoriality of dilatations. Let
(1.30)
E −−−→ Q ←−−− Yy ✷ fy y
D −−−→ P ←−−− X
be a commutative diagram of schemes satisfying the following properties: The horizontal
arrows are closed immersions and D and E are Cartier divisors of P and Q respectively.
Further, the left square is cartesian. Then, the map Q → P is uniquely lifted to a
morphism f˜ : Q˜ = Q(E·Y ) → P˜ = P (D·X) by the universality of dilatations.
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Lemma 1.16. We consider the commutative diagram (1.30) of schemes satisfying the
conditions following it. Assume that f : Q→ P is flat.
1. If the diagram (1.30) is cartesian, the diagram
(1.31)
Q ←−−− Q˜= Q(E·Y )y ✷ y
P ←−−− P˜= P (D·X)
is cartesian and the vertical arrows are flat.
2. Assume that D ∩ X = DX and E ∩ Y = EY are Cartier divisors of X and of
Y respectively and that EY → DX is flat. If X → P and Y → Q ×P X are regular
immersions, the morphism f˜ : Q˜ = Q(E·Y ) → P˜ = P (D·X) is flat.
Proof. 1. Since the question is local, we may assume P = Spec A and Q = Spec B are
affine, the divisor D is defined by a non-zero divisor t ∈ A and X is defined by an ideal
I ⊂ A. Then, P˜ = Spec A[ I
t
] and Q˜ = Spec B[ IB
t
]. Since A → B is flat, the injection
A[ I
t
]→ A[1
t
] induces an injection B⊗AA[ It ]→ B⊗AA[1t ] = B[1t ] and the assertion follows.
2. The restriction Q˜ E˜ → P˜ D˜ to the complements is flat by the assumption.
Since the pull-backs D˜ = P˜ ×P D ⊂ P˜ and E˜ = Q˜ ×Q E ⊂ Q˜ are Cartier divisors and
f˜ ∗D˜ = E˜, it suffices to show that E˜ → D˜ is flat by [15, Proposition (15.1.21)].
Since Q→ P is flat, the composition Y → Q×P X → Q is a regular immersion. The
isomorphisms (1.27) for D˜ and E˜ are functorial and make a commutative diagram
(1.32)
E˜ −−−→ TYQ(−EY )×Y EYy y
D˜ −−−→ TXP (−DX)×X DX
Since Q→ P is flat and the immersions Y → Q×P X and X → P are regular immersions,
the linear map TYQ→ TXP ×X Y of vector bundles is a surjection. By f ∗D = E, we have
a canonical isomorphism L(−EY ) → L(−DX) ×X Y . Since EY → DX is flat, the right
vertical arrow is flat as required.
Corollary 1.17. 1. We consider the commutative diagram (1.30) of schemes satisfying
the conditions loc. cit. Assume that D ∩X = DX and E ∩ Y = EY are Cartier divisors
of X and of Y respectively and that the vertical arrows and EY → DX are smooth. If
X → P is a regular immersion, the morphism Q(E·Y ) → P (D·X) is smooth.
2. We consider a cartesian diagram
(1.33)
P1 ←−−− P3y ✷ y
S ←−−− P2
of flat separated morphisms of schemes. Let X1 ⊂ P1 and X2 ⊂ P2 be closed subschemes
and define a closed subscheme X3 = X1 ×S X2 ⊂ P3. Let D be a Cartier divisor of S
and D1, D2, D3 be the pull-back to P1, P2, P3. Assume X1 is flat over S and the immersion
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X1 → P1 is a regular immersion. Then, the diagram (1.33) induces a cartesian diagram
(1.34)
P
(D1·X1)
1 ←−−− P (D3·X3)3y ✷ y
S ←−−− P (D2·X2)2
Proof. 1. Since Y → X and Q → P are smooth, the immersion Y → Q ×P X is a
regular immersion. Hence, by Lemma 1.16.2, the morphism Q˜→ P˜ is flat. Further since
f˜ ∗D˜ = E˜, it suffices to show that E˜ → D˜ is smooth. Since EY → DX is smooth, the right
vertical arrow in (1.32) is smooth.
2. Since the assertion is local, we may assume that S = Spec A and Pi = Spec Ai
are affine, D is defined by a non-zero divisor t ∈ A and the closed subschemes Xi ⊂ Pi
are defined by ideals Ii ⊂ Ai. By Lemma 1.16.2, the dilatation P˜1 = P (D1·X1)1 is flat over
S = S(D·S). Therefore, the injection A2[
I2
t
]→ A2[1t ] induces an injection A1[ I1t ]⊗AA2[ I2t ]→
A1[
I1
t
] ⊗A A2[1t ] = A1 ⊗A A2[1t ]. Hence the isomorphism A1 ⊗A A2 → A3 induces an
isomorphism A1[
I1
t
]⊗A A2[ I2t ]→ A3[ I1A3+I2A3t ] = A3[ I3t ] ⊂ A3[1t ].
We give a construction similar to the deformation to normal cone in Example 1.13.1.
Let X be a scheme, D be a Cartier divisor and m ≧ 1 be an integer. We consider the
0-section X → A1X as a Cartier divisor. Let it be denoted by Z and consider the closed
immersions
A1D −−−→ A1X ←−−− mZ.
Then, we define an open subscheme X˜(mD) ⊂ A1X (A
1
D
·mZ)
of the dilatation by further
removing the proper transform of the zero-section Z. Ifm = 1, we recover the construction
in Example 1.13.2.
Let D1, . . . , Dh be Cartier divisors of X and M = m1D1 + · · · + mhDh be a formal
linear combination with integral coefficients m1 ≧ 1, . . . , mh ≧ 1. Then, we define
(1.35) f : X˜(M) → X
to be the fibered product of X˜(miDi) over X for i = 1, . . . , h.
In the terminology of log product [22, Proposition 4.2.1], the construction of X˜(M) is
described as follows. We regard X as a log scheme by the log structure defined by the
Cartier divisors D1, . . . , Dh. Let P and Q denote the monoids N
h and let M : Q → P
be the multiplication by mi on the i-th component. The frame X → [Q] defined by the
Cartier divisors D1, . . . , Dh and the canonical frameA
h
Z = S[P ] = Spec Z[P ]→ [P ] induce
a frame AhX → [P +Q]. Then X˜(M) is the log product AhX ×[P+Q] [P ] with respect to the
surjection idP +M : P + Q→ P constructed in [22, Proposition 4.2.1].
Let U = X D be the complement of the union D = D1∪ · · · ∪Dh. Then, the inverse
image f−1(U) is a trivial Ghm-torsor over U . The action of G
h
m on f
−1(U) is uniquely
extended to an action of Ghm on X˜
(M) over X by the universality of dilatation.
Lemma 1.18. Let X be a smooth scheme over a perfect field k, D be a divisor of X with
simple normal crossings and M = m1D1+· · ·+mhDh be a linear combination with integral
coefficients m1 ≧ 1, . . . , mh ≧ 1 of the irreducible components D1, . . . , Dh.
Then, X˜(M) is smooth over k and the canonical morphism f : X˜(M) → X is flat. Let
D˜
(M)
i be the inverse image of Z by the composition X˜
(M) → X˜(miDi) → X ×k A1k. Then,
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the sum D˜(M) = D˜
(M)
1 + · · ·+ D˜(M)h is a divisor of X˜(M) with simple normal crossings. For
i = 1, . . . , h, we have f ∗Di = miD˜
(M)
i . If M = D, the canonical morphism X˜
(M) → X is
smooth.
Proof. Since the question is local on X , we may assume that there is a smooth morphism
X → Ahk such that Di is the inverse image of the i-th coordinate hyperplane for i =
1, . . . , h. Further we may assume that X = Ahk and h = 1 as X˜
(M) is then defined
as the product. In this case, X˜(M) = A˜
1 (mZ)
k → X = A1k = Spec k[T ] is given by
Spec k[T, S, U±1]/(T − USm) and the assertion follows.
If M = D, the assertion follows from Example 1.13.2.
We study the functoriality of the construction of X˜(M). Let f : Y → X be a morphism
of schemes, E1, . . . , Ek be Cartier divisors of Y and N = n1E1 + · · · + nkEk be a linear
combination with integral coefficients n1 ≧ 1, . . . , nk ≧ 1. Assume for each i = 1, . . . , h
that the pull-back f ∗Di =
∑k
j=1 eijEj for integers eij and that lij = eijnj/mi is an integer
for every j = 1, . . . , k. Let (Ti) and (Sj) be the coordinates of A
h
X and A
k
Y respectively
and we define a morphism f˜ : AkY → AhX lifting f : Y → X by sending Ti to Sli11 · · ·Slikk .
Then, by the universality of dilatations, the morphism f˜ : AkY → AhX is uniquely lifted to
(1.36) f˜ : Y˜ (N) → X˜(M).
If h = k, if each Ei is the pull-back of Di and if ni = mi for each i = 1, . . . , h, then the
diagram
(1.37)
Y˜ (N) −−−→ X˜(M)y ✷ y
Y −−−→ X
is cartesian.
We consider the case where f : Y → X is the identity of X . Let M ′ = m′1D1 +
· · · +m′hDh be another linear combination with integral coefficients m′1 ≧ 1, . . . , m′h ≧ 1
divisible by M in the sense that li = m
′
i/mi is an integer for each i = 1, . . . , h. Then, we
have a canonical morphism
(1.38) X˜(M
′) → X˜(M)
over X . It is compatible with the actions of Ghm,X with respect to the morphism G
h
m,X →
Ghm,X defined by li-th power on i-th component.
1.4 Extensions of a vector bundle in characteristic p > 0
We study extensions of a vector bundle by a finite e´tale group scheme on a scheme of
characteristic p > 0.
Lemma 1.19. Let E be a vector bundle over a scheme S of characteristic p > 0 and let
1→ G→ E˜ → E → 1 be an extension of E by an e´tale group scheme G over S. Assume
that for every point s of S, the fiber E˜s is connected. Then, E˜ and consequently G are
commutative and killed by p.
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Proof. Since E is commutative, the morphism E˜ ×S E˜ → E˜ defined by sending (x, y) to
the commutator [x, y] induces a morphism of schemes to the kernel G of E˜ → E. Since
the fiber of E˜ ×S E˜ is connected for every point of S, the image is in the identity section
S ⊂ G. It defines a morphism E˜ ×S E˜ → S of schemes since the identity section is an
open subscheme of G e´tale over S. Hence E˜ is commutative.
Similarly, the morphism p : E˜ → E˜ defined by sending x to px induces a morphism of
schemes to the kernel G of E˜ → E and to a morphism of schemes to S. Hence E˜ is killed
by p.
Let E be a vector bundle over a scheme S of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a finite
e´tale commutative group scheme over S, killed by p. Let E∨ = HomS(E,A
1) be the dual
vector bundle of E and G∨ = HomS(G,Fp) be the dual finite e´tale scheme of G. For
commutative group schemes A and B over S, let MorS(A,B) and ExtS(A,B) denote the
abelian group of morphisms of group schemes and that of extensions of group schemes
respectively.
Let F : A1 → A1 denote the Frobenius morphism defined by sending the coordinate t
to tp. For E = A1 and G = Fp, the Artin-Schreier sequence
(1.39) 0 −−−→ Fp −−−→ A1 F−1−−−→ A1 −−−→ 0
define an element [AS] ∈ ExtS(A1,Fp). The pull-back and the push-forward of [AS] define
a canonical morphism
(1.40) MorS(G
∨, E∨)→ ExtS(E,G)
of abelian groups by e´tale descent since a vector bundle E is locally isomorphic to a direct
sum of A1 and a finite e´tale group scheme G of Fp-vector spaces is e´tale locally isomorphic
to a direct sum of Fp.
For an integer n ≧ 1, let Sn denote the scheme S regarded as a scheme over S by the n-
times iteration of the absolute Frobenius S → S. Since the e´tale site remains the same by
a radicial surjective morphism, the pull-back map ExtS(E,G)→ ExtSn(E×S Sn, G×S Sn)
is an isomorphism. Hence, (1.40) induces a morphism
(1.41) lim−→
n
MorSn(G
∨, E∨)→ ExtS(E,G).
Proposition 1.20. Let E be a vector bundle over a scheme S of characteristic p > 0 and
let G be a finite e´tale commutative group scheme over S, killed by p. The morphism (1.41)
of abelian groups is an isomorphism if S is quasi-compact.
The following proof is a modification of that in the case S = Spec k for a perfect field
k in [13, Lemme 3].
Proof. Since a morphism E → G of group schemes from a vector bundle to a finite e´tale
group scheme is trivial, the presheaf U 7→ ExtU(E,G) is an e´tale sheaf on S. Since S is
assumed quasi-compact, we may assume S = Spec A is affine, E = An and G is constant.
Further, we may assume E = A1 and G = Fp.
We identify the ring EndA(A
1) with the non-commutative ring A[F ] =
⊕
nAF
n defined
by the relations F · a = apF for a ∈ A. Then, the boundary map for the Artin-Schreier
sequence (1.39) induces an injection
(1.42) A[F ]/(F − 1)A[F ]→ ExtA(A1,Fp).
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By the isomorphism defined by the inductive system
A
a7→aFn+m−−−−−−→ A[F ]/(F − 1)A[F ]
Fm
x ∥∥∥
A
a7→aFn−−−−→ A[F ]/(F − 1)A[F ]
of morphisms of abelian groups, we identify A[F ]/(F − 1)A[F ] with the additive group of
the perfection Ap
−∞
= lim−→Fn A.
For S = Spec A, E = A1 andG = Fp, the abelian group MorS(G
∨, E∨) = MorA(Fp,A
1)
is identified with the additive group A and the transition map A = MorSn(G
∨, E∨)→ A =
MorSn+1(G
∨, E∨) is the absolute Frobenius. Hence the direct limit lim−→nMorSn(G
∨, E∨) is
identified with the additive group of the perfection Ap
−∞
and to A[F ]/(F − 1). Thus, the
morphism (1.41) is an injection by (1.42).
We show the surjectivity. By replacing A by the perfection Ap
−∞
, we may assume that
the absolute Frobenius A→ A is a bijection. We consider a commutative diagram
(1.43)
ExtA(A
1,Fp) −−−→ H1(A1A,Fp)
+∗−pr∗1−pr
∗
2−−−−−−−→ H1(A2A,Fp)x x x
A[F ] −−−→ A[T ] +
∗−pr∗1−pr
∗
2−−−−−−−→ A[T1, T2]
where the left vertical arrow is induced by (1.42) and +, pr1, pr2 : A
2
A → A1A denote the
addition and the projections. The composition of the upper line is 0 since Ext is an
additive functor. The middle and the right vertical arrows are the surjections defined by
the pull-back of the Artin-Schreier covering (1.39). The lower left horizontal arrow is the
left A-linear map sending F n to T p
n
for n ≧ 0.
Since the constant e´tale covering A1A × Fp of A1A has a unique structure of extension
of A1A by Fp, the upper left horizontal arrow ExtA(A
1,Fp)→ H1(A1A,Fp) is an injection.
We regard A[T ] and A[T1, T2] as left A[F ]-modules by the left multiplication of A and
the action of F defined as the absolute Frobenius. Then, the lower horizontal arrows are
A[F ]-linear and the middle and the right vertical arrows induce isomorphisms from the
quotients
(1.44) A[F ]/(F − 1)A[F ]→ A[T ]/(F − 1)A[T ] +
∗−pr∗1−pr
∗
2−−−−−−−→ A[T1, T2]/(F − 1)A[T1, T2]
Thus, by an elementary diagram chasing, the exactness of the sequence (1.44) implies the
surjectivity of (1.42).
We show that the sequence (1.44) is exact. As A[F ]-modules, we have direct sum
decompositions A[T ] = A ⊕⊕p∤nA[F ] · T n and A[T1, T2] = A ⊕⊕p∤(n1,n2)A[F ] · T n11 T n22
where the second factors are free left A[F ]-modules. Since the absolute Frobenius on A is
assumed to be a bijection, the inclusion induces an isomorphism A→ A[F ]/(F − 1)A[F ].
Thus, the sequence (1.44) is isomorphic to
(1.45)
A
17→T−−−→ A/(F − 1)⊕⊕p∤nA · T n +∗−pr∗1−pr∗2−−−−−−−→ A/(F − 1)⊕⊕p∤(n1,n2)A · T n11 T n22 .
The second map +∗ − pr∗1 − pr∗2 sends T n to
(T1 + T2)
n − T n1 − T n2 =
n−1∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
T n−i1 T
i
2
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for an integer p ∤ n. Since this is 0 if and only if n = 1, the assertion follows.
The author thanks an anonymous referee for suggesting an alternative proof of the
surjectivity of (1.42) using the injectivity of the upper left horizontal arrow in (1.43), the
long exact sequences deduced from (1.39) and the fact that Ext(A1,A1) is isomorphic to
the group of symmetric 2-cocycles.
Lemma 1.21. Let S be a scheme over Fp, E be a vector bundle over S and G be a finite
e´tale group scheme of Fp-vector spaces over S. For a morphism G
∨ → E∨ of the duals
and for the corresponding extension 0 → G → E˜ π→ E → 0, the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) For every point s of S, the fiber E˜s is connected.
(2) For every geometric point s¯ of S, the geometric fiber G∨s¯ → E∨s¯ is an injection.
(3) G∨ → E∨ is a closed immersion.
Proof. (1)⇔(2) We may assume S = Spec k for a field k. Further, we may assume k
is algebraically closed since a group scheme over a field is connected if and only if its
geometric fiber is connected.
Since the composition G → E˜ → π0(E˜) is a surjection of Fp-vector spaces, it has a
section. Hence, the restriction of G∨ → E∨ to π0(E˜)∨ regarded as a subgroup is trivial.
Hence, if G∨ → E∨ is injective, we have π0(E˜) = 0 and E˜ is connected.
Let χ : G → Fp be a non-trivial character and f : E → A1 be the image of χ by
G∨ → E∨. Then, the quotient E˜/Ker χ is the extension defined by the commutative
diagram
(1.46)
0 −−−→ Fp −−−→ E˜/Ker χ −−−→ E −−−→ 0∥∥∥ y yf
0 −−−→ Fp −−−→ A1 F−1−−−→ A1 −−−→ 0.
Hence f 6= 0 if and only if E˜/Ker χ is connected. If E˜ is connected, E˜/Ker χ is connected
for every χ ∈ G∨ and G∨ → E∨ is injective.
(2)⇔(3) Since G∨ is finite e´tale, the map G∨ → E∨ is proper and unramified. The
condition (2) is equivalent to that G∨ → E∨ is radicial by [14, Proposition (3.7.5)]. Hence
it follows from [16, Corollaire (18.12.6) c)⇒ a)].
We study e´tale sheaves on E such that the restrictions on the geometric fibers of E˜ are
constant. First, we consider a more general setting. Let G be a finite e´tale commutative
group scheme over a scheme S and n ≧ 1 be an integer annihilating G. Set Λ = Z[ 1
n
, ζn].
The dual G∨ = Hom(G,Z/nZ) of G is defined as a finite e´tale commutative group scheme
over a scheme S.
Let X be a scheme over S and π : E → X be a G-torsor over X . We will define a
locally constant sheaf LE of free Λ-modules of rank 1 on the scheme X ×S G∨ as follows.
The push-forward π∗Λ is a locally constant sheaf on X of free Λ[G]-modules of rank 1. On
G∨, the tautological character G → Z/nZ induces a character G → Λ× by 1 7→ ζn and
hence defines a morphism Λ[G]→ Λ of Λ-algebras. We define LE as pr∗1π∗Λ⊗Λ[G] Λ.
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Lemma 1.22. Let S be a scheme and n ≧ 1 be an integer. Let G be a finite e´tale group
scheme of Z/nZ-modules over S and G∨ = Hom(G,Z/nZ) be the dual finite e´tale group
scheme. Let Λ be the ring Z[ 1
n
, ζn] and A be an e´tale sheaf of Λ-algebras on S. Let X be a
scheme over S and π : E → X be a G-torsor over X. Let LE denote the locally constant
sheaf of Λ-modules of rank 1 on X ×S G∨ defined above.
Let M be an e´tale sheaf of A-modules on X and ι ∈ Γ(E,M) be a section defining an
isomorphism of A-modules A → M on E. Let t : S → E be a section and assume that
the restriction map t∗ : Γ(E,A)→ Γ(S,A) is an isomorphism.
Then, there exists an idempotent eM ∈ Γ(X ×S G∨,A) and an isomorphism
(1.47) pr1∗((eM · A)⊗Λ LE)→M
of A-modules on X where pr1 : X ×S G∨ → X denotes the projection.
Proof. First, we assume G and hence G∨ are constant. Let A also denote its pull-backs
abusively. Since the restriction map Γ(E,A) → Γ(S,A) is assumed an isomorphism, the
action of G on Γ(E,M) induced by that on E defines a character α : G → Γ(S,A×)
satisfying g(ι) = α(g) · ι. The idempotents eχ = 1|G|
∑
g χ
−1(g)α(g) for characters χ : G→
Λ× satisfy g(eχ · ι) = χ(g)eχ · ι and
∑
χ eχ = 1. The isomorphism ι : π
∗A → π∗M induces
an isomorphism eχA ⊗ Lχ → eχM for each χ. They define an idempotent eM = (eχ) ∈
Γ(X×SG∨,A) =
⊕
χ Γ(X,A) and an isomorphism pr1∗((eM ·A)⊗LE) =
⊕
χ eχA⊗Lχ →⊕
χ eχM =M.
In general, we obtain an idempotent eM and an isomorphism (1.47) by patching.
Corollary 1.23. Let S be a scheme over Fp and let 0 → G → E˜ → E → 0 be the
extension of a vector bundle E over S by a finite e´tale group scheme G of Fp-vector spaces
over S corresponding to a morphism G∨ → E∨ on the duals. Let Λ be the ring Z[1
p
, ζp]
and A be an e´tale sheaf of Λ-algebras on S.
1. The locally constant sheaf LE˜ of free Λ-modules of rank 1 on E×S G∨ defined above
is the pull-back of the locally constant sheaf of free Λ-modules of rank 1 on E×SE∨ defined
by the Artin-Schreier equation tp − t = 〈f, x〉 by the map E ×S G∨ → E ×S E∨.
2. Let M be an e´tale sheaf of A-modules on E and ι ∈ Γ(E˜,M) be a section defining
an isomorphism of A-modules A →M on E˜. Assume that the geometric fibers of E˜ → S
are connected.
Then, there exists an idempotent eM ∈ Γ(E ×S G∨,A) and ι induces an isomorphism
pr1∗((eM · A)⊗Λ LE˜)→M
of A-modules on E where pr1 : E ×S G∨ → E denotes the projection.
Proof. The assertion 1 is clear from the definition of the extension 0 → G → E˜ → E →
0. The assumption that the geometric fibers of E˜ → S are connected implies that the
restriction Γ(E˜,A)→ Γ(S,A) is an isomorphism. Hence, the assertion 2 is a special case
of Lemma 1.22.
2 Ramification
In this section, k denotes a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and X denotes a smooth
separated scheme over k. Let D be a divisor of X with simple normal crossings and
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U = X D be the complement. Let D1, . . . , Dh be the irreducible components of D and
R = r1D1 + · · ·+ rhDh be a linear combination with rational coefficients ri ≧ 1 for every
i = 1, . . . , h. LetM = m1D1+· · ·+mhDh be a linear combination with integral coefficients
mi ≧ 1 such that miri is an integer for every i = 1, . . . , h. Let Z ⊂ D be the union of the
irreducible components Di such that ri > 1.
2.1 Construction of dilatations
We define oversimplicial schemes
(2.1) T
(R,M)
•
⊂−−−→ P (R,M)• ⊃←−−− U•+1 ×k Ghm = (U ×k U)×•U ×k Ghm
in Lemma 2.3 below and study their structures. The fibered multi-products (U ×k U)×•U
(1.5) is taken with respect to the first and the second projections pr1, pr2 : U ×k U → U .
The superscript h denotes the number of irreducible components of D. If R has integral
coefficients, we also define
(2.2) T
(R)
•
⊂−−−→ P (R)• ⊃←−−− U•+1 = (U ×k U)×•U
directly without introducing an auxiliary divisor M in Lemma 2.4.
To define (2.1), we construct a commutative diagram of oversimplicial schemes
(2.3)
T
(R,M)
•
⊂−−−→ D(R,M)• ⊂−−−→ P (R,M)• ⊃←−−− U•+1 ×k Ghmy y ∥∥∥
D
(D,M)
•
⊂−−−→ P (D,M)• ⊃←−−− U•+1 ×k Ghmy y y
D
(D)
•
⊂−−−→ P (D)• ⊃←−−− U•+1y ∥∥∥
X•+1 = P•
⊃←−−− U•+1
in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 below. The horizontal arrows in the right column are open immer-
sions of the complements of the images of the closed immersions on the left. The second
line from below is a preliminary construction to make the pull-back of D by projections
independent of the projection. The third line from below is also a preliminary one to avoid
introducing singularity even in the case where the coefficients ri of R may not be integers.
Let n ≧ 0 be an integer. We consider X as a closed subscheme of Xn+1 = Pn by the
diagonal immersion. For an integer 0 ≦ j ≦ n, let prj : X
n+1 → X denote the projection
and we consider closed subschemes
(2.4) pr∗jD −−−→ Xn+1 ←−−− X.
The dilatation P
(D)
n,j = X
n+1 (pr∗jD·X) is an open subscheme of the blow-up of Xn+1 at
D ⊂ X . We define P (D)n to be the intersection of P (D)n,j for j = 0, . . . , n.
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Lemma 2.1. 1. The inverse image D
(D)
n of D ⊂ X by the canonical map P (D)n → Xn+1
is the same as that by the composition P
(D)
n → Xn+1 → X with n + 1 projections. The
complement P
(D)
n D
(D)
n is Un+1.
2. The schemes P
(D)
n form an oversimplicial scheme P
(D)
• . The morphisms P
(D)
n →
Xn+1 define a morphism P
(D)
• → P• = X•+1 of oversimplicial schemes.
3. For an injection [0, m]→ [0, n], the induced morphism P (D)n → P (D)m is smooth.
4. The scheme P
(D)
n is smooth over k. The inverse image D
(D)
n is a divisor of P
(D)
n
with simple normal crossings.
Proof. 1. Since P
(D)
n,j is the complement in the blow-up of X
n+1 at D ⊂ X of the proper
transform of pr∗jD ⊂ Xn+1, it follows from the definition of P (D)n as their intersection.
2. It follows from the assertion 1 and the universality of dilatations.
3. Let f : [0, m]→ [0, n] be an injection. By Corollary 1.17.1 applied to the commuta-
tive diagram
pr∗f(0)D −−−→ Xn+1 ←−−− Xy y ∥∥∥
D ×k Xm −−−→ Xm+1 ←−−− X,
the induced map P
(D)
n → P (D)m is smooth.
4. Taking m = 0 in 3., we see that the scheme P
(D)
n is smooth over k since P
(D)
0 = X
is smooth over k. The assertion on D
(D)
n follows from this and the assertion 1.
Next, we define the schemes in the second line in (2.3). Let n ≧ 0 be an integer.
For i = 1, . . . , h, let D
(D)
n,i ⊂ P (D)n be the pull-back of Di. By Lemma 2.1, the sum
D
(D)
n = D
(D)
n,1 + · · ·+D(D)n,h is a divisor with simple normal crossings. We define P (D,M)n by
applying the construction (1.35) to the linear combination m1D
(D)
n,1 + · · · +mhD(D)n,h . For
i = 1, . . . , h, we define a divisor D
(D,M)
n,i ⊂ P (D,M)n as the pull-back of the zero-section by
the i-th projection as in loc. cit.
Lemma 2.2. 1. The scheme P
(D,M)
n is smooth over k and flat over P
(D)
n . The union
D
(D,M)
n = D
(D,M)
n,1 ∪ · · · ∪D(D,M)n,h is a divisor with simple normal crossings. The pull-back
of D
(D)
n,i by P
(D,M)
n → P (D)n is miD(D,M)n,i for i = 1, . . . , h. The complement P (D,M)n D(D,M)n
is canonically isomorphic to Un+1 ×k Ghm.
2. The schemes P
(D,M)
n form an oversimplicial scheme P
(D,M)
• . The morphisms P
(D,M)
n →
P
(D)
n define a morphism P
(D,M)
• → P (D)• of oversimplicial schemes. If M = D, the mor-
phism P
(D,M)
• → P (D)• is smooth.
3. The diagram
(2.5)
P
(D,M)
n −−−→ P (D)ny ✷ y
P
(D,M)
m −−−→ P (D)m
is cartesian for every [0, m]→ [0, n]. In particular P (D,M)n → P (D,M)m is smooth if [0, m]→
[0, n] is an injection.
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Proof. 1. It follows from Lemma 1.18.
2. It follows from assertion 1 and the functoriality (1.36). The assertion in the case
M = D follows from the last assertion in Lemma 1.18.
3. The cartesian diagram (2.5) follows from the cartesian diagram (1.37). The smooth-
ness for an injection follows from the cartesian diagram (2.5) and Lemma 2.1.3.
We set
(2.6) X˜(M) = P
(D,M)
0 ⊃ D˜(M) = D(D,M)0
and define a subdivisor Z˜(M) ⊂ D˜(M) to be the union ⋃ri>1 D˜(M)i . By Lemma 2.2, the
scheme X˜(M) is smooth over k and its divisor D˜(M) has simple normal crossings. Further,
the morphism X˜(M) → X is flat.
Let n ≧ 0 be an integer. We regard X˜(M) = P
(D,M)
0 as a closed subscheme of P
(D,M)
n
by Lemma 2.2.2. The linear combination
∑h
i=1mi(ri − 1)D(D,M)n,i has integral coefficients
and defines a Cartier divisor of P
(D,M)
n . We consider closed immersions∑h
i=1mi(ri − 1)D(D,M)n,i −−−→ P (D,M)n ←−−− X˜(M).
We define P
(R,M)
n to be the dilatation defined by the immersions. The canonical morphism
P
(R,M)
n → P (D,M)n is an isomorphism outside the inverse image of Z˜(M). Define Cartier
divisors of X˜(M) by
(2.7) R˜(M) = r1m1D˜
(M)
1 + · · ·+ rhmhD˜(M)h , M˜ (M) = m1D˜(M)1 + · · ·+mhD˜(M)h .
Lemma 2.3. 1. The inverse images
(2.8) T (R,M)n ⊂ D(R,M)n
of Z˜(M) ⊂ D˜(M) ⊂ X˜(M) by the composition of P (R,M)n → P (D,M)n with the n+1 projections
P
(D,M)
n → X˜(M) do not depend on the projection. The complement P (R,M)n D(R,M)n is
Un+1 ×k Ghm.
2. The schemes P
(R,M)
n form an oversimplicial scheme P
(R,M)
• . The morphisms P
(R,M)
n →
P
(D,M)
n define a morphism P
(R,M)
• → P (D,M)• of oversimplicial schemes.
3. For an injection [0, m]→ [0, n], the induced morphism P (R,M)n → P (R,M)m is smooth.
4. The scheme P
(R,M)
n is smooth over k. The inverse images T
(R,M)
n ⊂ D(R,M)n are
divisors with simple normal crossings.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1.
1. It follows from the construction.
2. It follows from the assertion 1 and the universality of dilatations.
3. Let f : [0, m]→ [0, n] be an injection. By Corollary 1.17.1 applied to the commuta-
tive diagram ∑h
i=1mi(ri − 1)D(D,M)n,i −−−→ P (D,M)n ←−−− X˜(M)y y ∥∥∥∑h
i=1mi(ri − 1)D(D,M)m,i −−−→ P (D,M)m ←−−− X˜(M)
and by Lemma 2.2.3, the induced morphism P
(R,M)
n → P (R,M)m is smooth.
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4. Taking m = 0 in 3., we see that the scheme P
(R,M)
n is smooth over k and that the
inverse images T
(R,M)
n ⊂ D(R,M)n are divisors with simple normal crossings since P (R,M)0 =
P
(D,M)
0 = X˜
(M) is smooth over k and that Z˜(M) ⊂ D˜(M) ⊂ X˜(M) are divisors with simple
normal crossings.
In (2.3), the actions of Ghm on the right terms U
•+1 ×k Ghm on the top and the second
lines defined by the multiplication of Ghm on the second factors G
h
m induce G
h
m-actions on
the middle terms P
(D,M)
• and on P
(R,M)
• . They induce Ghm-actions on D
(D,M)
i,• , D
(R,M)
i,• and
on T
(R,M)
i,• . The left horizontal arrows are closed immersions of Cartier divisors and the
right horizontal arrows are the open immersions of the complements of the union. The right
squares of the diagram (2.3) are cartesian. The pull-backs of the divisor D
(D)
n ⊂ P (D)n are
M
(D,M)
n =
∑h
i=1miD
(D,M)
n,i ⊂ P (D,M)n and M (R,M)n =
∑h
i=1miD
(R,M)
n,i ⊂ P (R,M)n respectively.
If R = r1D1 + · · · + rhDh has integral coefficients, we define P (R)n directly as the
dilatation (P
(D)
n )
(
∑
i(ri−1)D
(D)
n,i ·X) without introducing an auxiliary divisorM . The canonical
map P
(R)
n → P (D)n is an isomorphism outside the inverse image of Z = ⋃ri>1Di.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that R has integral coefficients.
1. The schemes P
(R)
n form an oversimplicial scheme P
(R)
• . The morphisms P
(R)
n → P (D)n
define a morphism P
(R)
• → P (D)• of oversimplicial schemes.
2. For an injection [0, m]→ [0, n], the morphism P (R)n → P (R)m is smooth.
3. The scheme P
(R)
n is smooth over k. The inverse images T
(R)
n ⊂ D(R)n of Z ⊂ D ⊂ X
by the composition P
(R)
n → P (D)n → X with n+1 projections are the same and are divisors
with simple normal crossings. The complement P
(R)
n D
(R)
n is Un+1.
4. For a divisor M = m1D1 + · · ·mhDh with integral coefficients mi ≧ 1, the diagram
(2.9)
P
(D,M)
• ←−−− P (R,M)•y ✷ y
P
(D)
• ←−−− P (R)•
is cartesian and the vertical arrows are flat. If M = D, the vertical arrows are smooth.
Proof. 1.-3. Similar to Lemma 2.3.
4. For integers n ≧ 0, the diagram∑
i=1mi(ri − 1)D(D,M)n,i −−−→ P (D,M)n ←−−− X˜(M)y ✷ y ✷ y∑
i=1(ri − 1)D(D)n,i −−−→ P (D)n ←−−− X
is cartesian and the vertical arrows are flat by Lemma 2.2. Hence, it suffices to apply
Lemma 1.16.1. If M = D, the morphism X˜(M) → X is smooth.
We show that the oversimplicial schemes in the diagram (2.3) are multiplicative.
Lemma 2.5. 1. The oversimplicial schemes P•, P
(D)
• , P
(D,M)
• and P
(R,M)
• are multiplica-
tive. If R has integral coefficients, P
(R)
• is also multiplicative.
2. The oversimplicial schemes D
(D)
• , D
(D,M)
• , D
(R,M)
• and T
(R,M)
• are strictly multiplica-
tive. If R has integral coefficients, D
(R)
• and T
(R)
• are also strictly multiplicative.
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Proof. 1. Since P• = X
•+1 is multiplicative, the oversimplicial scheme P
(D)
• is also mul-
tiplicative by Corollary 1.17.2. By Lemma 2.2.3, P
(D,M)
• is multiplicative. Further by
Corollary 1.17.2. P
(R,M)
• and P
(R)
• in the case R has integral coefficients are also multi-
plicative.
2. Since P
(D)
• , P
(D,M)
• , P
(R,M)
• are multiplicative and since the diagrams
D
(D)
m −−−→ P (D)my ✷ y
D
(D)
n −−−→ P (D)n ,
D
(D,M)
m −−−→ P (D,M)my ✷ y
D
(D,M)
n −−−→ P (D,M)n ,
D
(R,M)
m −−−→ P (R,M)my ✷ y
D
(R,M)
n −−−→ P (R,M)n ,
T
(R,M)
m −−−→ P (R,M)my ✷ y
T
(R,M)
n −−−→ P (R,M)n
are cartesian for [0, n] → [0, m], the oversimplicial schemes D(D)• , D(D,M)• , D(R,M)• and
T
(R,M)
• are multiplicative. Since the morphisms D
(D)
n → D(D)0 = D,D(D,M)n → D(D,M)0 =
D˜(M), D
(R,M)
n → D(R,M)0 = D˜(M) and T (R,M)n → T (R,M)0 = Z˜(M) are independent of
[0] → [0, n], the multiplicative oversimplicial schemes D(D)• , D(D,M)• , D(R,M)• and T (R,M)•
are strictly multiplicative. Similarly, D
(R)
• and T
(R)
• are strictly multiplicative in the case
R has integral coefficients.
2.2 Properties of the dilatations
In order to study further properties of P
(R,M)
• including the functoriality, we give an
alternative description. We regard X˜(M) as a closed subscheme of X˜(M) ×k Xn by the
section induced by the canonical map X˜(M) → X and the identity of X˜(M). The pull-back
R˜(M) =
∑h
i=1miriD˜
(M)
i of R by X˜
(M) → X is a Cartier divisor with integral coefficients.
Lemma 2.6. 1. Let the notation be as above. We regard X˜(M) as a closed subscheme of
X˜(M) ×k Xn embedded as the graph of the product X˜(M) → Xn of the canonical map and
consider the closed immersions
(2.10) pr∗0R˜
(M) −−−→ X˜(M) ×k Xn ←−−− X˜(M).
Let P˜ (R) → X˜(M) ×k Xn denote the dilatation defined by the immersions (2.10). Then
the canonical map P
(R,M)
n → P (R,M)0 ×k Xn = X˜(M) ×k Xn is uniquely lifted to an open
immersion P
(R,M)
n → P˜ (R). The image is the complement of the proper transforms of the
pull-backs of D by the compositions X˜(M) ×k Xn → Xn → Xwith the n projections.
2. Assume further that R has integral coefficients and consider the closed immersions
(2.11) pr∗0R −−−→ Xn+1 ←−−− X
Let P → Xn+1 denote the dilatation defined by the immersions. Then the canonical
map P
(R)
n → Xn+1 is uniquely lifted to an open immersion P (R)n → P . The image is the
complement of the proper transforms of the pull-backs of D by the n projections Xn+1 → X
different from the 0-th one.
Proof. 1. First, we consider the case where R = D. Let P
(D)
n,0 → Xn+1 denote the
dilatation defined by the immersions (2.4) for j = 0. Then, since X˜(M) → X is flat, we
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have a cartesian diagram
(2.12)
P
(D)
n,0 ←−−− P˜ (D)y ✷ y
Xn+1 ←−−− X˜(M) ×k Xn.
The open subscheme P
(D)
n ⊂ P (D)n,0 is obtained by removing the proper transforms of the
pull-backs of D by the n projections Xn+1 → X different from the 0-th projection. Since
P
(D,M)
n is defined by the cartesian diagram (2.12) with P
(D)
n,0 replaced by P
(D)
n , the assertion
in this case R = D follows.
We show the general case. Let p : P˜ (D) → X˜(M) denote the projection and regard
X˜(M) as a closed subscheme of P˜ (D) by the section lifting X˜(M) → X˜(M)×kXn. Then, the
dilatation P˜ (R) is canonically identified with the dilatation defined by the immersions
p∗(R˜(M) M˜ (M)) −−−→ P˜ (D) ←−−− X˜(M).
Thus the assertion for R follows from that for D.
2. Similar to and easier than that of 1.
We study the functoriality of the diagram (2.3). Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism
of smooth schemes over k such that the inverse image U ′ = f−1(U) is the complement
of a divisor D′ of X ′ with simple normal crossings. Let D′1, . . . , D
′
h′ be the irreducible
components of D′ and set f ∗Di =
∑h′
j=1 eijD
′
j for i = 1, . . . , h.
We set R′ = f ∗(R) =
∑h
i=1 ri
∑h′
j=1 eijD
′
j =
∑h′
j=1 r
′
jD
′
j. Let M
′ =
∑h′
j=1m
′
jD
′
j
be a divisor with integral coefficients m′j ≧ 1. Then, the diagram (2.3) is defined for
X ′, D′, R′ and M ′. We denote the schemes constructed for X ′, D′, R′ and M ′ by putting ′
as P
′(R′,M ′)
n , T
′(R′,M ′)
n etc.
We assume that lij = eijm
′
j/mi is an integer for every i = 1, . . . , h and j = 1, . . . , h
′.
Then, by the cartesian diagram (1.37), a canonical morphism X˜ ′(M
′) → X˜(M) is defined.
Since m′jr
′
j =
∑h
i=1 lijmiri is an integer for every j = 1, . . . , h
′, further by Lemma 2.6 and
the functoriality of dilatation, a canonical morphism
(2.13) P ′(R
′,M ′)
• → P (R,M)•
of oversimplicial schemes is defined. IfR and hence R′ have integral coefficients, a canonical
morphism P
′(R′)
• → P (R)• is defined similarly.
We study the schemes in (2.3) more in detail. We compute some normal bundles. For
a line bundle L on a scheme S, let L× denote the complement L S of the 0-section.
Lemma 2.7. We have canonical isomorphisms
TXPn → TXn+1/∆TX,(2.14)
TXP
(D)
n → (TXn+1/∆TX)(−D),(2.15)
TX˜(M)P
(D,M)
n → ((TXn+1/∆TX)×X X˜(M))(−M˜ (M)),(2.16)
TX˜(M)P
(R,M)
n → ((TXn+1/∆TX)×X X˜(M))(−R˜(M))(2.17)
where ∆ denotes the image by the diagonal morphism. If R has integral coefficients, we
have a canonical isomorphism
(2.18) TXP
(R)
n → (TXn+1/∆TX)(−R).
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Proof. The diagonal map X → Xn+1 defines an exact sequence
0→ NX/Xn+1 → Ω1Xn+1/k ⊗OXn+1 OX → Ω1X/k → 0.
Since Ω1Xn+1/k ⊗OXn+1 OX = Ω1⊕n+1X/k , we obtain an isomorphism (2.14).
In the notation of proof of Lemma 2.6, the scheme P
(D)
n is an open subscheme of the
dilatation P
(D)
n,0 → Xn+1. Hence, the isomorphism (1.28) gives an isomorphism TXP (D)n →
TXPn ⊗ (TDX)⊗−1. Thus (2.15) follows from (2.14).
The diagram
X˜(M) −−−→ P (D,M)ny ✷ y
X −−−→ P (D)n
is cartesian and the vertical arrows are flat by Lemma 2.2. Since the pull-back of D to
X˜(M) is M˜ (M) by Lemma 2.2, (2.15) implies (2.16).
In the notation of proof of Lemma 2.6, the scheme P
(R,M)
n is an open subscheme of
the dilatation P˜ (R) → X˜(M) ×k Xn. Hence, the isomorphism (1.28) gives an isomorphism
TXP
(R,M)
n → (TX˜(M)(X˜(M) ×k Xn)) ⊗ (TR˜(M)X˜(M))⊗−1. Since X˜(M) → X is flat, the
normal bundle TX˜(M)(X˜
(M)×k Xn) is the pull-back of TXXn+1 = TXPn and is canonically
isomorphic to TXn+1/∆TX ×X X˜(M). Thus (2.17) follows. The isomorphism (2.18) is
proved similarly and more easily.
For a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , h}, we set DI =
⋂
i∈I Di and D
◦
I = DI
⋃
i/∈I DI∐{i}. Simi-
larly, set D˜
(M)
I =
⋂
i∈I D˜
(M)
i and D˜
(M)◦
I = D˜
(M)
I
⋃
i/∈I D˜
(M)
I∐{i}.
Lemma 2.8. 1. The normal bundle T
D˜
(M)
i
X˜(M) is a trivial line bundle over D˜
(M)
i . The
action of Ghm is the diagonal action of that on the base D˜
(M)
i and the multiplication by the
i-th component.
2. For a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , h}, the open subscheme D˜(M)◦I ⊂ D˜(M)I is a Ghm-torsor over
D◦I canonically isomorphic to
∏
i∈I(TDiX
× ×Di D◦I ) ×D◦I
∏
i/∈I Gm,D◦I . The G
h
m-action on
the latter is by multiplication componentwise.
3. We have a canonical isomorphism
(2.19) D(D,M)n → D˜(M) ×D D(D)n
over D˜(M) compatible with the Ghm-action defined on the base D˜
(M) on the right hand side.
4. For the scheme T
(R,M)
n (2.8), we have a canonical isomorphism
(2.20) T (R,M)n → ((TXn+1/∆TX)×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M))
over Z˜(M). The action of Ghm is compatible with the diagonal action on the base scheme
Z˜(M) and multiplication of the product of miri-th powers of i-th components on the fiber.
If R has integral coefficients, we have a canonical isomorphism
(2.21) T (R)n → ((TXn+1/∆TX)(−R)×X Z.
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Proof. 1. and 2. Clear from the construction of X˜(M).
3. It follows from the cartesian diagram (2.5).
4. Similarly as in the proof of (2.17), the isomorphism (1.27) gives a canonical isomor-
phism
(2.22) T (R,M)n → (TX˜(M)(X˜(M) ×Xn))×X˜(M) Z˜(M))⊗ (TR˜(M)X˜(M))⊗−1.
Since the normal bundle TX˜(M)(X˜
(M) × Xn) is (TXn+1/∆TX) ×X X˜(M), we obtain an
isomorphism (2.20). The compatibility on the Ghm-actions follows from the assertion 1.
If R has integral coefficients, an isomorphism (2.21) is defined similarly and more
easily.
Corollary 2.9. The strictly multiplicative smooth oversimplicial schemes T
(R,M)
• is an
oversimplicial scheme associated to the vector bundle (Example 1.3)
(TX ×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M))
over Z˜(M).
If R has integral coefficients, T
(R)
• is an oversimplicial scheme associated to the vector
bundle TX(−R)×X Z over Z.
Proof. By Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 2.8, the strictly multiplicative oversimplicial scheme
T
(R,M)
• is associated to a group scheme T
(R,M)
1 = ((TX
2/∆TX) ×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M)) =
(TX ×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M)) over T (R,M)0 = Z˜(M). It is easily checked that the group structure
of T
(R,M)
1 is defined by the addition on the vector bundle (TX ×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M)).
In the case R has integral coefficients, the assertion on T
(R)
• is proved in the same
way.
The oversimplicial schemes P
(D,M)
• and P
(R,M)
• depend on M as follows.
Lemma 2.10. 1. If M = D, the scheme P
(D,M)
n is canonically isomorphic to the Ghm-
torsor
∏h
i=1 L(D
(D)
n,i )
× over P
(D)
n .
2. Let m′i = limi ≧ 1 be integers for i = 1, . . . , h and set M = m1D1+ · · ·+mhDh and
M ′ = m′1D1 + · · ·+m′hDh. Then, the diagram
(2.23)
P
(R,M ′)
n −−−→ Ahy ✷ y(ti)7→(tlii )
P
(R,M)
n −−−→ Ah
is cartesian and the vertical arrows are finite flat. The vertical arrows are compatible with
the Ghm-actions and the morphism G
h
m → Ghm sending (ti) to (tlii ).
If R = D, the isomorphisms (2.19) for M and M ′ make a commutative diagram
(2.24)
D
(D,M ′)
n −−−→ D˜(M ′) ×D D(D)ny y
D
(D,M)
n −−−→ D˜(M) ×D D(D)n .
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The isomorphisms (2.20) for M and M ′ make a commutative diagram
(2.25)
T
(R,M ′)
n −−−→ ((TXn+1/∆TX)×X Z˜(M ′))(−R˜(M ′))y y
T
(R,M)
n −−−→ ((TXn+1/∆TX)×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M)).
Proof. 1. It follows from the last assertion in Lemma 1.18.
2. For n = 0 and R = D, the cartesian diagram (2.23) follows from the construction
of X˜(M) = P
(D,M)
0 and X˜
(M ′) = P
(D,M ′)
0 . The rest follows from this and Lemma 2.6.
2.3 Ramification of Galois covering and an additive structure
We keep the notation fixed at the beginning of the section. Let G be a finite group and
V → U = X D be a G-torsor. The quotients V n+1/∆G of the (n + 1)-fold fibered
products V n+1 over k by the diagonal action of G for integers n ≧ 0 define a finite e´tale
morphism V •+1/∆G→ U•+1 of oversimplicial schemes.
Lemma 2.11. The morphism V •+1/∆G → U•+1 is a multiplicative morphism of over-
simplicial schemes.
Proof. It suffices to show that an additive cocartesian diagram (1.1) defines a cartesian
diagram
V m+1/∆G×Um+1 Un+1 ←−−− V n+1/∆Gy ✷ y
Un+1 ←−−− V l+1/∆G×U l+1 Un+1.
The fibered product V m+1/∆G ×Um+1 Un+1 is canonically identified with the quotient
of V n+1 by ∆G × Gl+1. Similarly V l+1/∆G ×U l+1 Un+1 is canonically identified with the
quotient of V n+1 by Gm+1×∆G. Hence it follows from (∆G×Gl+1)∩(Gm+1×∆G) = ∆G
in Gn+1.
We consider the morphisms
P
(R,M)
• ←−−− U•+1 ×Ghm ←−−− V •+1/∆G×Ghm
of oversimplicial schemes over k. For an integer n ≧ 0, let Q
(R,M)
n denote the normalization
of P
(R,M)
n in the finite e´tale covering V n+1/∆G ×Ghm → Un+1 ×Ghm. Then, by Lemma
1.9.1, the schemes Q
(R,M)
n for integers n ≧ 0 form an oversimplicial scheme Q
(R,M)
• over k
and we obtain a cartesian diagram
(2.26)
Q
(R,M)
• ←−−− V •+1/∆G×Ghmy ✷ y
P
(R,M)
• ←−−− U•+1 ×Ghm
of oversimplicial schemes. For n ≧ 0, the canonical map Q
(R,M)
0 = X˜
(M) → Q(R,M)n is a
lifting of the lifting P
(R,M)
0 = X˜
(M) → P (R,M)n of the diagonal map X → Xn+1.
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Definition 2.12. Let V → U = X D be a G-torsor for a finite group G. Let R =
r1D1 + · · · + rhDh and M = m1D1 + · · · + mhDh be linear combinations with rational
coefficients ri ≧ 1 and integral coefficients mi ≧ 1 such that miri is an integer for every
irreducible components D1, . . . , Dh of D. We say that the ramification of V over U along
D (resp. at a point x of D) is bounded by R+, if the finite morphism
Q
(R,M)
1 → P (R,M)1
is e´tale on a neighborhood of the image of Q
(R,M)
0 = X˜
(M) → Q(R,M)1 (resp. of the image
by Q
(R,M)
0 = X˜
(M) → Q(R,M)1 of the inverse image of x by X˜(M) → X).
Definition 2.12 is a non-logarithmic variant of [5, Definition 7.3]. We show that the
condition in Definition 2.12 is independent of the choice of a divisor M . We also show
that if the ramification is bounded by R+ then if the ramification is bounded by R′+ for
R′ ≧ R.
Lemma 2.13. Let M ′ = m′1D1 + · · · + m′hDh be linear combinations with integral co-
efficients mi ≧ 1 such that m
′
i = limi is divisible by mi for every 1, . . . , h and let
R′ = r′1D1 + · · · + r′hDh be linear combinations with rational coefficients r′i ≧ ri such
that m′ir
′
i is an integer for every 1, . . . , h.
1. The cartesian diagram
U•+1 ×Ghm ←−−− V •+1/∆G×Ghmy ✷ y
U•+1 ×Ghm ←−−− V •+1/∆G×Ghm
of oversimplicial schemes over k where the vertical arrows are defined by the map on the
second factor Ghm sending (ti) to (t
li
i ) is extended to a commutative diagram
(2.27)
P
(R′,M ′)
• ←−−− Q(R′,M ′)•y y
P
(R,M)
• ←−−− Q(R,M)•
of oversimplicial schemes over k.
2. Let x be a point of X(M) = Q
(R,M)
0 and x
′ be a point of X(M
′) = Q
(R′,M ′)
0 above x by
the map defined in 1. If Q
(R,M)
1 → P (R,M)1 is e´tale on the image of x by Q(R,M)0 → Q(R,M)1 ,
then Q
(R′,M ′)
1 → P (R
′,M ′)
1 is e´tale on the image of x
′ by Q
(R′,M ′)
0 → Q(R
′,M ′)
1 . If R
′ = R,
conversely if then Q
(R,M ′)
1 → P (R,M
′)
1 is e´tale on the image of x
′ by Q
(R,M ′)
0 → Q(R,M
′)
1 then
Q
(R,M)
1 → P (R,M)1 is e´tale on the image of x by Q(R,M)0 → Q(R,M)1 .
Proof. 1. It follows from the functoriality of normalizations, Lemma 1.7.1.
2. The commutative diagram (2.27) defines a commutative diagram
X˜(M
′) = P
(R′,M ′)
0 −−−→ P (R
′,M ′)
1y y
X˜(M) = P
(R,M)
0 −−−→ P (R,M)1
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and its lifting
X˜(M
′) = Q
(R′,M ′)
0 −−−→ Q(R
′,M ′)
1y y
X˜(M) = Q
(R,M)
0 −−−→ Q(R,M)1
If Q
(R,M)
1 → P (R,M)1 is e´tale on the image of x, then Q(R
′,M ′)
1 → P (R
′,M ′)
1 is e´tale on the
image of x′ by Lemma 1.7.2.
Assume R′ = R. Then, the diagrams above satisfy the conditions (1)–(3) of Lemma
1.10. Hence, if Q
(R,M ′)
1 → P (R,M
′)
1 is e´tale on the image of x
′, then Q
(R,M)
1 → P (R,M)1 is
e´tale on the image of x by Lemma 1.10.
Theorem 2.14. Let X be a smooth separated scheme over a perfect field k and D be a
divisor with normal crossings. Let V → U be a G-torsor on the complement U = X \D
for a finite group G. Let R = r1D1 + · · ·+ rhDh and M = m1D1 + · · ·+mhDh be linear
combinations with rational coefficients ri ≧ 1 and integral coefficients mi ≧ 1 such that
miri is an integer for every irreducible components D1, . . . , Dh of D. We consider the
commutative diagram
(2.26)
Q
(R,M)
• ←−−− V •+1/∆G×Ghmy y
P
(R,M)
• ←−−− U•+1 ×Ghm
of oversimplicial schemes over k.
Assume that the ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+. For each integer
n ≧ 0, let W
(R,M)
n be the largest open subscheme of Q
(R,M)
n e´tale over P
(R,M)
n . Then
W
(R,M)
n form an oversimplicial open subscheme W
(R,M)
• of Q
(R,M)
• . Further, the morphism
W
(R,M)
• → P (R,M)• is multiplicative and the oversimplicial scheme W (R,M)• is multiplicative.
Proof. We apply Lemma 1.9.2 to the e´tale and multiplicative morphism of oversimplicial
schemes V •+1/∆G×kGhm → P (R,M)• . By Lemma 2.3.3, the assumption (1) in Lemma 1.9.2
that P
(R,M)
n → P (R,M)m are smooth for injections [0, m]→ [0, n] is satisfied.
Since V/G → U is an isomorphism, the morphism Q(R,M)0 → P (R,M)0 = X˜(M) is an
isomorphism. The assumption that the ramification is bounded by R+ means that the
assumption (2) in Lemma 1.9.2 that the morphism V/G×Ghm → (V × V )/∆G ×Ghm is
extended to X˜(M) = W
(R,M)
0 →W (R,M)1 is also satisfied.
Thus by Lemma 1.9.2,W
(R,M)
n form an oversimplicial open subschemeW
(R,M)
• of Q
(R,M)
•
and the morphism W
(R,M)
• → P (R,M)• is multiplicative. Since P (R,M)• is multiplicative by
Lemma 2.5.1, the oversimplicial scheme W
(R,M)
• is multiplicative by Lemma 1.2 (2)⇒(1).
Corollary 2.15. Define an oversimplicial scheme E
(R,M)
• by the cartesian diagram
E
(R,M)
• −−−→ W (R,M)•y ✷ y
T
(R,M)
• −−−→ P (R,M)• .
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Then, the oversimplicial scheme E
(R,M)
• is strictly multiplicative and the left vertical arrow
E
(R,M)
• → T (R,M)• of oversimplicial schemes is e´tale and multiplicative.
The multiplicative oversimplicial scheme E
(R,M)
• is associated to a smooth group scheme
E
(R,M)
1 over E
(R,M)
0 = Z˜
(M). Further, the multiplicative morphism E
(R,M)
• → T (R,M)• is
associated to an e´tale morphism
(2.28) E
(R,M)
1 = E
(R,M) → T (R,M)1 = T (R,M)
of smooth group schemes over Z˜(M).
Proof. Since the morphismW
(R,M)
• → P (R,M)• is an e´tale multiplicative morphism of multi-
plicative oversimplicial schemes by Theorem 2.14, its base change E
(R,M)
• → T (R,M)• is also
an e´tale multiplicative morphism of multiplicative oversimplicial smooth schemes. Since
T
(R,M)
• is strictly multiplicative by Lemma 2.5.2, E
(R,M)
• is also strictly multiplicative.
Hence by Proposition 1.5.2, the oversimplicial scheme E
(R,M)
• is associated to a smooth
group scheme E
(R,M)
1 over E
(R,M)
0 = Z˜
(M) and the morphism E
(R,M)
• → T (R,M)• is associated
to an e´tale morphism E
(R,M)
1 → T (R,M)1 of group schemes over Z˜(M).
Proposition 2.16. 1. There exists a unique open subgroup scheme
E(R,M)0 ⊂ E(R,M)
such that for every point of x ∈ Z˜(M), the fiber E(R,M)0×Z˜(M) x is the connected component
of E(R,M) ×Z˜(M) x containing the unit section. The group scheme E(R,M)0 over Z˜(M) is
commutative and killed by p. The restriction of (2.28)
(2.29) E(R,M)0 → T (R,M) = (TX ×X Z˜(M))(−R˜(M))
is an e´tale and surjective morphism of commutative group schemes. The kernel of (2.29)
is an e´tale commutative group scheme annihilated by p.
2. Let M ′ be as in Lemma 2.13. Then the diagram
(2.30)
E(R,M
′)0 −−−→ T (R,M ′) −−−→ Z˜(M ′)y ✷ y ✷ y
E(R,M)0 −−−→ T (R,M) −−−→ Z˜(M)
is cartesian. The morphism E(R,M)0 → T (R,M) is finite if and only if E(R,M ′)0 → T (R,M ′)
is finite.
Proof. 1. Since E(R,M) is a smooth group scheme, the open subgroup scheme E(R,M)0
exists by [8, Theorem 3.10 (i) ⇒(iv)]. By Lemma 1.19, E(R,M)0 is commutative and
killed by p. Consequently, the kernel Ker(E(R,M)0 → T (R,M)) of an e´tale morphism is an
e´tale commutative group scheme annihilated by p. Since E(R,M)0 is an open subscheme
of E(R,M), the morphism (2.29) is e´tale. Since the fibers of the vector bundle T (R,M) are
connected, it is surjective. The description of T (R,M) is given in (2.20).
2. The commutative diagram (2.27) defines a commutative diagram
(2.31)
E(R,M
′) −−−→ T (R,M ′) −−−→ Z˜(M ′)y y y
E(R,M) −−−→ T (R,M) −−−→ Z˜(M)
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without 0. The right square is cartesian by Lemma 2.10.2 and hence the left vertical arrow
induces an open immersion E(R,M
′) → E(R,M)×D˜(M) D˜(M
′). Thus, the left square in (2.30)
is also cartesian.
Since (2.30) is cartesian, the finiteness of the morphism E(R,M)0 → T (R,M) implies the
finiteness of E(R,M
′)0 → T (R,M ′). Since Z˜(M ′) → Z˜(M) is finite surjective, the converse
holds.
If R has integral coefficients, we can work with P
(R)
• without introducing an auxiliary
divisor M , which is much easier. In fact, in this case we may take M = D and then the
vertical arrows in the cartesian diagram (2.9) are smooth.
Definition 2.17. We say that the ramification of V over U is non-degenerate along D at
multiplicity R if the e´tale surjective morphism (2.29) is finite.
Definition 2.17 is a non-logarithmic variant of [27, Definition 2.27]. Contrary to [21,
Theorem 4.1] for the logarithmic version, Yatagawa shows that there exist rank 1 sheaves
on surfaces such that the ramification along the boundary are not non-degenerate even
after any successive blow-up. She actually has a complete list of such cases.
Proposition 2.16.2 implies that Definition 2.17 is independent of the choice of M such
that miri is an integer for every i = 1, . . . , h. If D is smooth and if r = r1 > 1, the
right vertical arrow Z˜(M
′) → Z˜(M) of (2.30) is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.10.2. and
Z˜(M) is canonically identified with TDX
× by Lemma 2.10.1. We will study the relation of
Definition 2.17 with pull-back in Proposition 2.22.
Example 2.18. (cf. [4, Proposition 11.8]) Let X be the affine plane A2k = Spec k[x, y] and
U be the complement of the smooth divisor D defined by x = 0. Let r > 1 be an integer
and set R = rD. Then, the dilatation P
(R)
1 = Spec k[x, y, x
′, y′]
[
x′ − x
xr
,
y′ − y
xr
,
x
x′
]
is
isomorphic to Spec k[x, y, u, v]
[
1
1 + uxr−1
]
by u 7→ x
′ − x
xr
, v 7→ y
′ − y
xr
. Set G = Fp.
1. Let n ≧ 1 be an integer prime to p and V be the G-torsor over U defined by
the Artin-Schreier equation tp − t = 1
xn
. Then, V × V/∆G is the G-torsor over U × U
defined by the Artin-Schreier equation tp − t = 1
x′n
− 1
xn
=
1
xn
(
1
(1 + uxr−1)n
− 1
)
. For
r = n+ 1, the right hand side is a regular function on P
(R)
1 and hence the ramification of
V over U along D is bounded by R+. Further, the right hand side is congruent to −nu
modulo x. Hence, E(R) → T (R) is the G-torsor defined by the Artin-Schreier equation
tp − t = −nu and the ramification of V over U along D is non-degenerate. By identifying
T (R) with TX(−R) ×X D, the linear form −nu is identified with the differential form
−n dx
xn+1
= d
1
xn
.
2. Let n ≧ 1 be an integer divisible p and V be the G-torsor over U defined by the
Artin-Schreier equation tp− t = y
xn
. Then, V × V/∆G is the G-torsor over U ×U defined
by the Artin-Schreier equation
(2.32) tp − t = y
′
x′n
− y
xn
=
y′
xn
(
1
(1 + uxr−1)n
− 1
)
+
vxr
xn
.
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For r = n, the right hand side is a regular function on P
(R)
1 and hence the ramification of
V over U along D is bounded by R+.
We put n = n′n′′ where n′ is the prime-to-p part of n and n′′ is a power of p. Then, we
have (1+uxn−1)n ≡ 1+n′un′′x(n−1)n′′ mod x2(n−1)n′′ . Since n ≦ (n−1)n′′ and the equality
is equivalent to n = n′′ = 2, the right hand side of (2.32) is congruent to v modulo x if
n 6= 2 and to yu2 + v modulo x if n = 2. Hence, E(R) → T (R) is the G-torsor defined by
the Artin-Schreier equation tp − t = v if n 6= 2 and tp − t = √yu + v defined over the
radicial covering of degree 2 of D if n = 2. Consequently the ramification of V over U
along D is non-degenerate. By identifying T (R) with TX(−R)×X D, the linear form v is
identified with the differential form
dy
xn
= d
y
xn
.
2.4 Ramification and the cotangent bundle
We keep the notation V → U = X D over k in the previous subsection. We relate
ramification to the cotangent bundle using the finite e´tale surjective morphism (2.33),
assuming that the ramification is non-degenerate along D.
LetM and R be as in the first paragraph of Section 2 and assume that the ramification
of V → U along D is bounded by R+ (Definition 2.12) and is non-degenerate at the
multiplicity R (Definition 2.17) . We fix M and write the finite e´tale morphism (2.29) of
smooth group schemes over Z˜ = Z˜(M) as
(2.33) E(R)0 → T (R) = (TX ×X Z˜)(−R˜)
by abuse of notation.
The kernel G˜(R) of the finite e´tale morphism (2.33) is a commutative finite e´tale group
scheme killed by p. By Proposition 1.20 and Lemma 1.21, the extension
(2.34) 0 −−−→ G˜(R) −−−→ E(R)0 −−−→ T (R) −−−→ 0
defines a closed immersion
(2.35) G˜(R)∨ → T (R)∨
of a finite e´tale Fp-vector space scheme to the dual vector bundle defined over a finite
radicial covering F n : Z˜(p
−n) → Z˜. Here and in the following, for a scheme over S over k,
we define a scheme S(p
−n) over k and a radicial covering F n : S(p
−n) → S by the diagram
S(p
−n) −−−→ S F
n
S−−−→ Sy ✷ y y
k −−−→
F−n
k
k −−−→
Fn
k
k
as follows. The right square is the usual commutative diagram with the n-th powers of
the absolute Frobeniuses Fk and FS. The left square is the base change by the inverse of
F nk . The composition of the lower line is the identity and that of the upper line defines
F n : S(p
−n) → S.
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Definition 2.19. Assume that the ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+.
We call the injection (2.35) of commutative group schemes defined over F n : Z˜(p
−n) → Z˜
for a sufficiently large integer n the characteristic form of V over U at multiplicity R and
write
(2.36) CharR(V/U) : G˜
(R)∨ → T (R)∨ = (T ∗X ×X Z˜)(R˜).
The logarithmic variant of the characteristic form for an abelian covering is defined
and studied by Kato in [20] and [21] and called the refined Swan conductor. If M ′ is a
multiple of M , the characteristic form on Z˜(M
′) is the pull-back of that on Z˜(M). For the
Artin-Schreier covering V → U in Example 2.18.1, the characteristic form is the morphism
sending the generator 1 of G˜(R)∨ = Fp to the differential form −ndx⊗x−(n+1). In the case
p = n = 2 in Example 2.18.2, it is the morphism sending 1 to (
√
ydx+ dy)⊗ x−2 defined
on the radicial covering D(2
−1) → D.
We study the functoriality of characteristic form. Let X ′ be another smooth scheme
over k and f : X ′ → X be a morphism over k. Assume that f−1(U) is the complement U ′ =
X ′ D′ of a divisor D′ ⊂ X ′ with normal crossings. Let D′1, . . . , D′h′ be the irreducible
components of D′ and set f ∗Di =
∑h′
j=1 eijD
′
j for i = 1, . . . , h.
We set R′ = f ∗(R) =
∑h
i=1 ri
∑h′
j=1 eijD
′
j =
∑h′
j=1 r
′
jD
′
j . Let M
′ =
∑h′
j=1m
′
jD
′
j be a
divisor with integral coefficients m′j ≧ 1. We assume that lij = eijm
′
j/mi is an integer
for every i = 1, . . . , h and j = 1, . . . , h′. Then a canonical morphism P
′(R′,M ′)
• → P (R,M)•
(2.13) is defined. We also fix M ′ and we write Z˜ ′ = Z˜ ′(M
′) etc. by abuse of notation.
Definition 2.20. Assume that the ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+
and is non-degenerate at multiplicity R. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of smooth schemes
over k such that f−1(U) is the complement U ′ = X ′ D′ of a divisor D′ ⊂ X ′ with simple
normal crossings.
We say that f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V → U
along D at multiplicity R, if the composition
(2.37)
G˜(R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ −−−→ T (R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ −−−→ T ′(R
′)∨
‖ ‖
(T ∗X ×X Z˜)(R˜)×Z˜ Z˜ ′ (T ∗X ′ ×X′ Z˜ ′)(R˜′)
defined over F n : Z˜ ′(p
−n) → Z˜ ′ is injective.
Proposition 2.22.2 (2)⇒(1) below implies that a smooth morphism X ′ → X is non-
characteristic since the canonical morphism T ′(R
′) → T (R) ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ is a surjection of vector
bundles in that case.
Lemma 2.21. Assume that the ramification of V → U along D is bounded by R+ and
is non-degenerate at multiplicity R and let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of smooth schemes
over k as above. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V → U along
D at multiplicity R.
(2) For every point x of Z˜ ′, the fiber (E(R)0 ×T (R) T (R′)) ×Z˜′ x is a connected group
scheme.
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Proof. By the definition of characteristic form, the composition G˜(R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ → T (R)∨ ×Z˜
Z˜ ′ → T (R′)∨ corresponds to the extension E(R)0×T (R)T (R′) of T (R′) by G(R)×Z˜ Z˜ ′ obtained
as the pull-back by T (R
′) → T (R)×Z˜ Z˜ ′ of the base change of (2.34) by Z˜ ′ → Z˜. Thus, the
injectivity of the composition G˜(R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ → T (R
′)∨ is equivalent to the condition (2) by
Lemma 1.21.
We define a finite e´tale G-torsor V ′ → U ′ by the cartesian diagram
X ′ ←−−− U ′ ←−−− V ′
f
y ✷ y ✷ y
X ←−−− U ←−−− V.
Recall that R′ = f ∗(R). Then, by the functoriality of dilatations (2.13), we obtain a
cartesian diagram
(2.38)
P
′(R′,M ′)
• ←−−− U ′•+1 ×Gh′m ←−−− V ′•+1/∆G×Gh′my ✷ yf•+1×(∏j slijj ) ✷ y
P
(R,M)
• ←−−− U•+1 ×Ghm ←−−− V •+1/∆G×Ghm.
Proposition 2.22. Assume that the ramification of V → U along D is bounded by R+.
Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of smooth schemes over k and M and M ′ be as above.
1. The ramification of V ′ over U ′ along D′ is bounded by R′+ and, for the e´tale
oversimplicial scheme W
(R,M)
• over P
(R,M)
• defined in Theorem 2.14, we have an open
immersion
(2.39) W
(R,M)
• ×P (R,M)• P
′(R′,M ′)
• −−−→ W ′(R′,M ′)•
of multiplicative oversimplicial schemes e´tale over P
′(R′,M ′)
• .
2. Further assume that the ramification of V over U is non-degenerate along D at
multiplicity R. Then, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V → U along
D at multiplicity R.
(2) The open immersion (2.39) induces an isomorphism
(2.40) E ′(R
′)0 −−−→ E(R)0 ×T (R) T ′(R′).
(3) The ramification of V ′ over U ′ along D′ is non-degenerate at multiplicity R′ and
there exists an isomorphism G˜(R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ → G˜′(R
′)∨ that makes a commutative diagram
(2.41)
G˜′(R
′)∨ CharR′ (V
′/U ′)−−−−−−−−→ T ′(R′)∨x x
G˜(R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′
CharR(V/U)−−−−−−−→ T (R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′.
Proof. 1. It suffices to apply the functoriality Lemma 1.7.2 to the diagram (2.38).
2. The open immersion (2.39) induces an open immersion E(R,M) ×T (R,M) T ′(R′,M ′) →
E ′(R
′,M ′) and hence an open immersion (2.40).
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By Lemma 2.21, the condition (1) is equivalent to that, for every point x′ of Z˜ ′ the fiber
(E(R)0 ×T (R) T ′(R′))×Z˜′ x′ is connected. Hence, by the uniqueness of E ′(R
′)0 in Proposition
2.16.1, the condition (1) is equivalent to the condition (2).
An isomorphism G˜(R)∨ ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ → G˜′(R
′)∨ making the diagram (2.41) is equivalent to an
isomorphism
0 −−−→ G˜′(R′) −−−→ E ′(R′)0 −−−→ T ′(R′) −−−→ 0y y(2.40) ∥∥∥
0 −−−→ G˜(R) ×Z˜ Z˜ ′ −−−→ E(R)0 ×T (R) T ′(R
′) −−−→ T ′(R′) −−−→ 0
of extensions over Z˜ ′. Hence the condition (3) is equivalent to that the e´tale morphism
E ′(R
′)0 → T ′(R′) is finite and that (2.40) is an isomorphism. By the assumption that the
ramification of V over U is non-degenerate along D at multiplicity R, the e´tale morphism
E(R)0 → T (R) is finite and the target of (2.40) is finite over T ′(R′). Thus, the condition (3)
is also equivalent to the condition (2).
Corollary 2.23. Assume that the ramification of V → U along D is bounded by R+ and
is non-degenerate at multiplicity R as above. Let X ′′ → X ′ → X be morphisms of smooth
schemes over k such that the inverse images of U are the complement of divisors of X ′
and of X ′′ with simple normal crossings. Then, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The composition X ′′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of
V over U along D at multiplicity R.
(2) X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V over U along
D at multiplicity R on a neighborhood of the image of X ′′ → X ′ and X ′′ → X ′ is non-
characteristic with respect to the ramification of V ′ over U ′ along D′ at multiplicity R′.
Proof. We consider the open immersions
(2.42) E ′′(R
′′)0 −−−→ E ′(R′)0 ×T ′(R′) T ′′(R
′′) −−−→ E(R)0 ×T (R) T ′′(R′′)
over Z˜ ′′ in (2.40) for X ′′ → X ′ → X . By Proposition 2.22.2, the condition (1) is equivalent
to that the composition of (2.42) is an isomorphism. Since the morphisms in (2.42) are
open immersions, it is equivalent to that the first map is an isomorphism and that (2.40)
is an isomorphism on the image of X ′′ → X ′. Hence the assertion follows.
We study the restrictions to curves. Let Σ ⊂ TX denote the union of the im-
ages of the hyperplane bundles defined as the zero locus of the image by the injection
CharR(V/U) : G˜
(R)∨ → T (R)∨ of non-zero sections defined over F n : Z˜(p−n) → Z˜.
Lemma 2.24. Assume that the ramification of V → U along D is bounded by R+ and is
non-degenerate at multiplicity R as above. Let C be a smooth curve and f : C → X be a
morphism over k such that the pull-back f ∗D is a divisor of C. Then, for x ∈ f ∗(D), the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) f : C → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V over U along
D at multiplicity R on a neighborhood of x.
(2) The image of the morphism f∗ : TxC → Tf(x)X on the tangent space is not contained
in Σ defined above.
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Proof. We apply Proposition 2.22.2 to C → X . Since the right vertical arrow in (2.41)
is the dual of f∗ : TxC → Tf(x)X , the condition (2) is equivalent to that in Proposition
2.22.2.
Assume that D is irreducible and that a finite covering V → U is wildly ramified
along D. Then, it follows immediately from Lemma 2.24 that there exists a curve C in
X meeting D transversely at a closed point x such that the pull-back of V → U to C is
wildly ramified at x.
Corollary 2.25. Assume that the ramification of V → U along D is bounded by R+ and
is non-degenerate at multiplicity R as above. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of smooth
schemes such that the inverse image U ′ of U is the complement of a divisor D′ of X ′ with
simple normal crossings. Then, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V over U along
D at multiplicity R.
(2) For every closed point x′ of D′, there exists a smooth curve C defined on a neighbor-
hood of x′ in X ′ meeting each component of D′ transversally at x′ such that the composition
C ′ → X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of V over U along D
at multiplicity R.
Proof. (1)⇒(2): By Proposition 2.22.2, the ramification of the pull-back V ′ = V ×U U ′
along D′ is non-degenerate at multiplicity R′. By Lemma 2.24 (2)⇒(1), for every closed
point x′ of D′, there exists a smooth curve C defined on a neighborhood of x′ in X ′
meeting each component of D′ transversally at x′ such that the composition C ′ → X ′ is
non-characteristic with respect to V ′ over U ′. By Corollary 2.23 (2)⇒(1), the composition
C ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to V over U .
(2)⇒(1): It follows from Corollary 2.23 (1)⇒(2).
2.5 Ramification groups
We briefly recall from [1], [2] and [27] the definition and basic properties of the filtration
by ramification groups of the absolute Galois group of a local field with not necessarily
perfect residue field. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field and OK be the valuation
ring. We fix a separable closure K¯ of K. Its residue field F¯ is an algebraic closure of the
residue field F . Let L be a finite e´tale algebra over K and let T denote the normalization
of S = Spec OK in L. We consider a cartesian diagram
(2.43)
Q ←−−− Ty ✷ y
P ←−−− S
of schemes over S satisfying the condition:
(P) The horizontal arrows are closed immersions, the vertical arrows are finite flat and
P and Q are smooth over S.
Let r > 0 be a rational number. Let K ′ be a finite separable extension of K of ramifica-
tion index e contained in K¯ such that er is an integer. Let S ′ denote the normalization of S
in K ′ and F ′ be the residue field ofK ′. Let D ⊂ P and D′ = P×SSpec F ′ ⊂ PS′ = P×SS ′
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denote the closed fibers and define the dilatation P
(er)
S′ to be P
(erD′·S′)
S′ . Let Q
(er)
S′ denote
the normalization of the base change Q×P P (er)S′ . As a consequence of Epp’s theorem, there
exists a finite separable extension K ′ such that the geometric closed fiber Q
(er)
S′ ×S′ Spec F¯
of the normalization is reduced. Further the finite morphism
(2.44) Q
(r)
F¯
= Q
(er)
S′ ×S′ Spec F¯ → P (r)F¯ = P
(er)
S′ ×S′ Spec F¯
on the geometric closed fibers is independent of K ′.
Definition 2.26. ([27, Definition 1.8]) Let K be a complete discrete valuation field, L be a
finite e´tale K-algebra and r > 0 be a rational number. Then, we say that the ramification
of L over K is bounded by r+ (resp. r) if there exist a cartesian diagram (2.43) satisfying
the condition (P) above and a finite separable extension K ′ over K such that Q
(r)
F¯
→ P (r)
F¯
(2.44) is a finite e´tale covering (resp. a totally decomposed finite e´tale covering).
We recall main results from [1] and [2]. The condition in Definition 2.26 holds for
one cartesian diagram (2.43) satisfying the condition (P) for an extension K ′ if and only
if it holds for every such diagram for every finite separable extension over K ′. The full
subcategory of the category of finite e´tale K-algebras consisting of those such that the
ramification is bounded by r (resp. by r+) form a Galois subcategory and its fundamental
group is the quotient GK/G
r
K (resp. GK/G
r+
K ) by the ramification group G
r
K (resp. G
r+
K =⋃
s>rG
s
K) of the absolute Galois group GK = Gal(K¯/K). The subgroup G
1
K is the inertia
subgroup IK = Gal(K
ur/K) and G1+K is its p-Sylow subgroup PK .
The diagram (2.43) induces a commutative diagram
(2.45)
Q
(er)
S′ ←−−− T¯S′y y
P
(er)
S′ ←−−− S ′
where the normalization T¯S′ of T ×S S ′ is the disjoint union of copies of S ′ indexed by
embeddings L → K¯ over K if K ′ contains the Galois closure of L over K. We call the
closed point of P
(r)
F¯
defined by the bottom horizontal arrow of (2.45) the origin and let
it be denoted by 0. Then, if the ramification of L is bounded by r+, the diagram (2.45)
induces a cartesian diagram
(2.46)
Q
(r)
F¯
←−−− MorK(L, K¯)y ✷ y
P
(r)
F¯
←−−− 0.
Assume L is a Galois extension of K such that the ramification is bounded by r+.
We fix an embedding L → K¯ and identify the Galois group G = Gal(L/K) with the set
MorK(L, K¯) of embeddings. Let G
(r) ⊂ G denote the ramification subgroup defined as the
image of GrK ⊂ GK by the surjection GK → G = Gal(L/K). Then, G(r) ⊂ G is identified
with the intersection Q
(r)0
F¯
∩G with the connected component Q(r)0
F¯
containing the image
of the fixed embedding 1 ∈ Gal(L/K) = MorK(L, K¯). Further Q(r)0F¯ is a G(r)-torsor over
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P
(r)
F¯
compatible with its canonical action on the subset G(r). Thus, we obtain a canonical
surjection
(2.47) π1(P
(r)
F¯
, 0)→ G(r).
Proposition 2.27. Let X be a smooth scheme over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0
and D be a smooth irreducible divisor of X. Let ξ be the generic point of D and K be the
fraction field of the completion OˆX,ξ of the discrete valuation ring. Let G be a finite group
and V → U be a G-torsor. Then for the finite e´tale K-algebra L = Γ(V ×U K,O) and a
rational number r > 1, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The ramification of V over U at ξ is bounded by R+ = rD+.
(2) The ramification of L over K is bounded by r+.
Proof. Set S = Spec OK and let Y be the normalization of X in V . Since T = Spec OL →
Y ×X S is an isomorphism, the cartesian diagram
Q = Y ×k S ←−−− Ty ✷ y
P = X ×k S ←−−− S
satisfies the condition (P) on the diagram (2.43). Let K ′ be a finite separable extension
of K of ramification index eK ′/K = e such that er is an integer, that K
′ contains L as a
subfield and that the geometric closed fiber of Q
(er)
S′ is reduced.
Set M = eD. In order to link Definitions 2.12 and 2.26, we construct a diagram
(2.48) Q
(R,M)
1

Q
(e,R)
S′

oo // Q
(er)
S′

P
(R,M)
1

P
(e,R)
S′

oo // P
(er)
S′
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
X S ′oo
such that the base change by U → X is
(2.49) (V ×k V )/∆G×k Gm

V ×k Spec K ′ ×k Gm

oo // Y ×k K ′

U ×k U ×k Gm
pr2

U ×k Spec K ′ ×k Gm
pr2

oo // X ×k K ′
uu❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦
U Spec K ′oo
as follows. Set PS′ = P ×S S ′ = X ×k S ′ and let D′ = PS′ ×S′ Spec F ′ be the closed fiber.
The scheme P
(e)
S′ for r = 1 is the dilatation P
(eD′·S′)
S′ with respect to the Cartier divisor eD
′
and the transpose S ′ ⊂ PS′ = X×kS ′ of the graph of the composition S ′ → S → X . Define
P
(D)
S′ ⊂ P (e)S′ = P (eD
′·S′)
S′ to be the complement of the proper transform of the inverse image
of D by the projection PS′ → X . The canonical map P (D)S′ → S ′ is smooth and we have
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P
(D)
1 ← P (D)1 ×X S ← P (D)S′ by the functoriality of dilatation. Let D(D)S′ = P (D)S′ ×S′ Spec F ′
denote the closed fiber.
Similarly to the definition of P
(D,M)
1 and P
(R,M)
1 , we define P
(e,D)
S′ and P
(e,R)
S′ as follows.
We consider the dilatation of P
(D)
S′ × A1 with respect to e-times the 0-section regarded
as a Cartier divisor and the closed subscheme D
(D)
S′ × A1. We define P (e,D)S′ by further
removing the proper transform of D
(D)
S′ ×A1. The scheme P (e,D)S′ is a Gm-bundle over P (D)S′
and hence the canonical map P
(e,D)
S′ → S ′ is smooth. Let T (e,D)F ′ denote the closed fiber
and let S˜ ′ = S ′ ×
P
(D)
S′
P
(e,D)
S′ be the Gm-bundle over S
′. Then, S˜ ′ is an open subscheme
of the dilatation of (S ′ × A1)(e(0)·(D′×A1)) obtained by removing the proper transform of
D′ ×A1. Regard it as a closed subscheme of P (e,D)S′ .
Let P
(e,R)
S′ be the dilatation of P
(e,D)
S′ with respect to the Cartier divisor e(r − 1)T (e,D)F ′
and the closed subscheme S˜ ′ ⊂ P (e,D)S′ . By the functoriality of the dilatation and by
the canonical isomorphism (P
(e)
S′ )
(e(r−1)D′·S′) → P (er)S′ , we obtain the lower part of the
commutative diagram (2.48).
By the assumption that K ′ contains L as a subfield, we obtain the upper left square of
the diagram (2.49) as a cartesian square. By taking the normalizations of the schemes on
the middle line of (2.48) in those on the top line of (2.49), we complete the construction
of the commutative diagram (2.48). The scheme P
(e,R)
S′ is a Gm-bundle over the open
subscheme P
(er)
S′ ×P (e)
S′
P
(D)
S′ of P
(er)
S′ and hence the canonical map P
(e,R)
S′ → P (er)S′ is smooth.
The closed immersion S˜ ′ → P (e,D)S′ is canonically lifted to a closed immersion S˜ ′ → P (e,R)S′ .
We show that the conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent. We consider the diagram
(2.50)
X˜(M) = Q
(R,M)
0 ←−−− S˜ ′ −−−→ S ′y y y
Q
(R,M)
1 ←−−− Q(e,R)S′ −−−→ Q(er)S′y y y
P
(R,M)
1 ←−−− P (e,R)S′ −−−→ P (er)S′
where the lower half is the same as the upper half of (2.48) and the upper vertical arrows
are the canonical sections. The condition (1) is equivalent to that the lower left vertical
arrow in (2.50) is e´tale on a neighborhood of the image of the inverse image of the generic
point ξ of D by X˜(M) → X . This is equivalent to the same condition for the base change
of the left column of (2.50) by X ← S. The condition (2) is equivalent to the condition
that the lower right vertical arrow of (2.50) is e´tale on a neighborhood of the image of the
closed point ξ′ of S ′. Since the bottom right horizontal arrow P
(e,R)
S′ → P (er)S′ is smooth,
the right half of the diagram (2.50) is cartesian. Hence the condition (2) is equivalent to
that the lower middle vertical arrow in (2.50) is e´tale on a neighborhood of the image of
the inverse image in S˜ ′ of ξ′. Since the bottom horizontal arrow in the diagram
Q
(R,M)
1 ×X S ←−−− Q(e,R)S′y y
P
(R,M)
1 ×X S ←−−− P (e,R)S′
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is finite, it suffices to apply Lemma 1.10 to this diagram.
Corollary 2.28. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field of characteristic p > 0. Let
L be a finite Galois extension of K and G = Gal(L/K) be the Galois group. Let r > 1
be a rational number such that the ramification of L over K is bounded by r+ and define
an F¯ -vector space N (r) = mr
K¯
/mr+
K¯
of dimension 1 by mr
K¯
= {a ∈ K¯ | ordKa ≧ r},
m
r+
K¯
= {a ∈ K¯ | ordKa > r}.
1. The last graded piece G(r) is an abelian group killed by p.
2. Assume that the residue field F is finitely generated over a perfect subfield k. Then,
there is a canonical injection
Hom(G(r),Fp)→ HomF¯ (N r,Ω1(OK/m2K)/k ⊗F F¯ ).
Proof. 1. By a standard limit argument as in the proof of [2, Theorem 2.15], we may
assume that the residue field F is finitely generated over a perfect subfield k. There
exist a G-torsor V → U = X D and an isomorphism OˆX,ξ → OK as in Proposition
2.27. Then, by Proposition 2.27, after replacing X by a neighborhood of ξ if necessary,
the ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+. Further, by the definition of
the ramification group recalled above, we have an isomorphism G˜
(R)
ξ¯
→ G(r). Hence the
assertion follows by Proposition 2.16.1.
2. It suffices to take a uniformizer and the stalk of the characteristic form (2.36) at
the corresponding F¯ -point of Z˜.
Let X be a smooth scheme over a perfect field k and D be a smooth irreducible divisor
of X . Let V → U = X D be a finite e´tale Galois covering not tamely ramified along
D. Then by Proposition 2.27, after shrinking D, there exists a rational number r > 1
such that, for R = rD, the ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+ and is
non-degenerate at multiplicity R. By Lemma 2.24, for every closed point x, there exists
a curve C ⊂ X meeting D transversally at x such that the pull-back of V to C is wildly
ramified at x.
2.6 Logarithmic variant
In [27] and [5], a logarithmic variant of the contents of previous subsections is studied by
a different method. We indicate how to treat the logarithmic variant by the method of
this article and how to translate the results there.
We keep the notation set at the beginning of this section. We consider a commutative
diagram of oversimplicial schemes
(2.51)
T
(R−D,M)
• logD
⊂−−−→ P (R−D,M)• logD ⊃←−−− U•+1 ×k Ghmy y ∥∥∥
T
(M)
• logD
⊂−−−→ P (M)• logD ⊃←−−− U•+1 ×k Ghmy y y
D• logD
⊂−−−→ P• logD ⊃←−−− U•+1y ∥∥∥
X•+1 = P•
⊃←−−− U•+1
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constructed as follows. For integer n ≧ 0, let P ′n logD be the blow-up of Pn = X
n+1
at Dn+11 , . . . , D
n+1
h and define Pn logD to be the complement of the proper transforms of
the inverse image of D by the n + 1 projections. By the universality of blow-up, the
schemes Pn logD form an oversimplicial scheme P• logD. By replacing P
(D)
• by P• logD in
the construction of (2.3), we define (2.51). By the functoriality of dilatation, we have
canonical morphisms P• logD ← P (D)• and P (R−D,M)• logD ← P (R,M)• ← P (R,M)• logD .
We define the condition that the logarithmic ramification of a G-torsor V over U is
bounded by (R − D)+ as in Definition 2.12 by replacing P (R,M)1 by P (R−D,M)1 logD . If the
ramification is bounded by R+, the logarithmic ramification is bounded by R+. If the
logarithmic ramification is bounded by (R − D)+, the ramification is bounded by R+.
The latter conditions are equivalent if X is a curve since the canonical map P• logD ← P (D)•
is an isomorphism in this case.
We verify that the definition of bounding log ramification here is equivalent to [5,
Definition 7.3] as follows. We take a smooth scheme X ′ over k and a faithfully flat
morphism f : X ′ → X over k such that the inverse image U ′ = f−1(U) is the complement
of a divisor D′ with simple normal crossings, that f : X ′ → X is log smooth with respect
to the log structures defined by D = X U and D′ and that f ∗R = R′ has integral
coefficient as in [5, Proposition 7.7]. As in the proof of Proposition 2.27, we set M =
m1D1 + · · ·+mhDh such that f ∗(m−11 D1 + · · ·+m−1h Dh) = D′ and consider morphisms
(2.52) P
(R,M)
1 logD ←−−− P ′(R
′,D′)
1 logD′ −−−→ P (R
′)
1 logD′
where P
(R′)
1 logD′ is defined as P
(R′)
1 without introducing an auxiliary divisorM
′. The smooth-
ness of the morphisms (2.52) implies that the definition using P
(R,M)
1 logD is equivalent to the
criterion [5, Proposition 7.7] using P
(R′)
1 logD′.
If we assume a strong form of resolution of singularities, for a Galois covering V → U ,
we can conclude that there exists R such that the ramification of V → U is bounded by
R+. More precisely, we consider the following condition on a smooth separated scheme U
of finite type over k:
(RS) If X is a proper scheme over k containing U as a dense open subscheme, there
exist a proper smooth scheme X ′ over k and a morphism f : X ′ → X such that
U ′ = f−1(U) → U is an isomorphism and U ′ is the complement of a divisor with
simple normal crossings.
Proposition 2.29. Let U be a separated smooth scheme of finite type over k satisfying
the condition (RS) above and V → U be a finite e´tale Galois covering. Then, there exist
a proper smooth scheme X over k containing U as the complement of a divisor D with
simple normal crossings and a linear combination R = r1D1 + · · · + rhDh of irreducible
components of D with rational coefficients ri ≧ 1 such that the ramification of V over U
along D is bounded by R+.
Proof. By [5, Proposition 7.22], there exist X and R′ such that the log ramification of V
over U along D is bounded by R′+. It suffices to set R = R′ +D.
3 Characteristic cycles
We keep the notation in the previous section. Namely, k denotes a perfect field of char-
acteristic p > 0 and X denotes a smooth separated scheme over k. Let D be a divisor
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of X with simple normal crossings and U = X D be the complement. Let D1, . . . , Dh
be the irreducible components of D and R = r1D1 + · · ·+ rhDh be a linear combination
with rational coefficients ri ≧ 1 for every i = 1, . . . , h. Let M = m1D1 + · · ·+mhDh be a
linear combination with integral coefficients mi ≧ 1 such that miri is an integer for every
i = 1, . . . , h. Let Z ⊂ D be the union of irreducible components Di such that ri > 1.
3.1 Definition of characteristic cycles
Let Λ be a local ring over Z[1
p
, ζp] and F be a locally constant sheaf of free Λ-modules of
finite rank on U = X D. Set d = dimX . We will define the characteristic cycle of F
as a cycle of dimension d of the cotangent bundle T ∗X under a certain non-degenerate
hypothesis.
We prepare some terminology about representations of the absolute Galois group GK
of a local field K as in §2.5. Let V be a continuous representation of the profinite group
GK on a discrete free Λ-module of finite rank. For a rational number r > 1, we say that
V is isoclinic of slope r if Gr+K acts trivially on V and if the G
r
K-fixed part is 0. For r = 1,
we say V is isoclinic of slope 1 if the wild inertia group PK = G
1+
K acts trivially on V or,
equivalently, if it is tamely ramified. Since PK is a pro-p group and is of order prime to ℓ,
there exists a unique decomposition V =
⊕
r≧1V
(r), called the slope decomposition such
that V(r) is isoclinic of slope r.
First, we consider the isoclinic case. In this case, the characteristic class will be defined
by (3.15) using the image of the locally constant function (3.8) by the map (3.13). Recall
that a locally constant sheaf F on U of free Λ-modules of finite rank is trivialized on a finite
e´tale Galois covering and corresponds to a continuous representation of the fundamental
group of U if it is connected.
Definition 3.1. Let Λ be a local ring over Z[1
p
] and F be a locally constant sheaf on
U of free Λ-modules of finite rank. Let D1, . . . , Dh be the irreducible components of the
divisor D with simple normal crossings, let ξi be the generic point of Di and η¯i be the
geometric point of U defined by a separable closure K¯i of the local field Ki = Frac OˆX,ξi
for i = 1, . . . , h.
1. We say that F is isoclinic of slope R = r1D1 + · · ·+ rhDh if the representation Fη¯i
of the absolute Galois group GKi is isoclinic of slope ri for every i = 1, . . . , h. We say that
the ramification of an isoclinic sheaf F of slope R is non-degenerate along D if there is a
finite e´tale Galois torsor V → U such that the pull-back of F on V is constant and that
the ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+ and is non-degenerate along D at
multiplicity R.
2. We say that F is polyisoclinic if there exists a finite number of divisors Rj ≧ D
with rational coefficients and a decomposition F =⊕j Fj such that each Fj is isoclinic of
slope Rj. We call such a decomposition an isoclinic decomposition.
We say that the ramification of a polyisoclinic sheaf F is non-degenerate along D
if there exists an isoclinic decomposition F = ⊕j Fj such that the ramification of each
isoclinic sheaf Fj is non-degenerate along D at multiplicity Rj.
3. We say that the ramification of F is non-degenerate along D if it is e´tale locally
polyisoclinic and the ramification is non-degenerate along D.
4. We say that F is totally wildly ramified along D, if for every irreducible component
Di of D, the slopes of the representations of the absolute Galois group of the local field Ki
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are strictly greater than 1.
A sheaf F 6= 0 is tamely ramified along D if and only if F is isoclinic of slope D.
The non-degenerate condition roughly says that the ramification along D is uniformly
controlled at the generic points of irreducible components of D. The following Lemma
implies that the condition is satisfied if we remove a sufficiently large closed subscheme of
codimension ≧ 2.
Lemma 3.2. Any locally constant sheaf F on U is polyisoclinic on an e´tale neighborhood
of a geometric point above the generic point of each irreducible component of D.
Proof. Since the wild inertia subgroup PKi is a pro-p group, any representation of GKi
admits a slope decomposition. Since GKi is the same as the absolute Galois group of
the fraction field of the henselization OhX,ξi at the generic point ξi of Di, the assertion
follows.
Let Λ be a local ring over Z[1
p
, ζp] and F be a locally constant sheaf on U of free
Λ-modules of finite rank. Let V be a G-torsor over U for a finite group G such that the
pull-back of F on V is constant and let V be a represention of G on a free Λ-module such
that F is corresponding to V. Define a locally constant sheaf H on U ×k U by
H = Hom(pr∗2F , pr∗1F).
The locally constant sheaf H on U ×k U is trivialized by the G × G-torsor V ×k V over
U ×k U and corresponds to the representation End(V) of G×G.
We consider the diagram
(3.1)
E(R)0 ⊂ E(R) iW−−−→ W (R,M)1 jW←−−− V ×k V/∆G×Ghm
π
y y y
T (R)
iP−−−→ P (R,M)1 jP←−−− U × U ×Ghm
pr2
y y y
Z˜
i−−−→ X˜(M) j←−−− U ×Ghm.
By abuse of notation, the pull-backs of H and End(F) are also denoted by H and End(F).
Since the middle vertical arrows are smooth, this abuse of notation should not cause
problem by smooth base change theorem.
To describe the sheaf i∗P jP∗H on T (R), we introduce some notation. Let Lψ be the
locally constant sheaf of rank 1 on T (R) ×Z˜ T (R)∨ defined by the Artin-Schreier covering
tp− t = 〈x, f〉 and the injection ψ : Fp → Λ× sending 1 to ζp. Let Z˜(p−n) → Z˜ be a radicial
covering where the characteristic form G˜(R)∨ → T (R)∨ is defined and let L = Lψ,G˜(R)∨ be
the pull-back by the characteristic form on the base change of T (R)×Z˜ G˜(R)∨ by Z˜(p
−n) → Z˜.
Lemma 3.3. Let F be a locally constant sheaf on U = X D isoclinic of slope R along
D. Let V → U be a G-torsor such that the pull-back of F on V is constant and that the
ramification of V over U along D is bounded by R+ and is non-degenerate along D at
multiplicity R. Let V be a representation of G corresponding to F .
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There exists an idempotent eF ∈ Γ(T (R)×Z˜ G˜(R)∨, i∗P jP∗End(F)) and canonical isomor-
phisms
pr1∗((eF · i∗P jP∗End(F))⊗L)→ i∗P jP∗H,(3.2)
pr1∗((eF · Ri!P jP∗End(F))⊗L)→ Ri!P jP∗H
of i∗P jP∗End(F)-modules on T (R).
Proof. Let
ι ∈ Γ(V ×k V/∆G,H)
denote the image of the identity 1 ∈ EndG(V) by the canonical map
(3.3) EndG(V)→ Γ(V ×k V,Hom(pr∗2F , pr∗1F))G = Γ(V ×k V/∆G,H).
The diagram (3.1) defines canonical maps
Γ(V ×k V/∆G,H)→ Γ(V ×k V/∆G×Ghm,H) = Γ(W (R,M)1 , jW∗H)(3.4)
→ Γ(E(R)0, i∗W jW∗H).
Since W
(R,M)
1 → X is smooth, the section ι defines an isomorphism
(3.5) jW∗pr
∗
2F → jW∗pr∗1F
on W
(R,M)
1 and hence its image in Γ(E
(R)0, i∗W jW∗H) defines an isomorphism
(3.6) i∗W jW∗End(F)→ i∗W jW∗H
of i∗W jW∗End(F)-modules on the extension E(R)0 of the vector bundle T (R) by the finite
e´tale group scheme G˜(R). We obtain the first isomorphism in (3.3) by applying Corollary
1.23 to the extension 0→ G˜(R) → E(R)0 → T (R) → 0 and to the A = i∗P jP∗End(F)-module
M = i∗P jP∗H.
Since W
(R,M)
1 → X is smooth, the canonical morphism
Ri!P jP∗End(F)⊗i∗P jP∗End(F) i∗P jP∗H → Ri!P jP∗H
on T (R) is an isomorphism, similarly as the isomorphism (3.6). Thus the first isomorphism
in (3.3) induces the second one.
Let x¯→ Z˜ be a geometric point and χ ∈ G˜(R)∨x¯ be the geometric point corresponding
to a character G˜
(R)
x¯ → Λ×. Then, the stalk eχ ∈ (j∗End(F))χ ⊂ End(V) of eF at χ is the
projector to the χ-part Vχ = {a ∈ V | σa = χ(σ)a for σ ∈ G˜(R)x¯ }. In an ℓ-adic setting,
we may replace the construction in the proof of Lemma 3.3 by the Fourier transform as
in [27].
Let Idem(F) ⊂ End(F) denote the subsheaf consisting of idempotents. The morphism
rank: Idem(F)→ Z induces a map rank: i∗j∗Idem(F)→ Z and
(3.7) Γ(T (R) ×Z˜ G˜(R)∨, i∗j∗Idem(F))→ Γ(T (R) ×Z˜ G˜(R)∨,Z)
∼=← Γ(G˜(R)∨,Z)
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where the second arrow is an isomorphism since T (R) is a vector bundle over Z˜. As the
image of the idempotent eF by the map (3.7), we define a locally constant function
(3.8) rkF : G˜
(R)∨ → Z.
We define the characteristic cycle of an isoclinic sheaf with non-degenerate ramification
along the boundary out of the locally constant function rkF in (3.8).
Lemma 3.4. Let S be a scheme and T be a Ghm-torsor over S. Let X be a scheme over S
with a Ghm-action and π : X → T be a finite e´tale morphism over S. Let m1 ≧ 1, . . . , mh ≧
1 be integers and assume that the morphism π : X → T and the map Ghm → Ghm sending
(ti) to (t
mi
i ) are compatible with the G
h
m-actions.
Then, the quotient X/Ghm → T/Ghm = S is finite e´tale.
Proof. By induction on h, we may assume h = 1. Since the assertion is local on S, we may
assume S = Spec A is affine, T = Spec A[t±1] is the trivial Gm-torsor and X = Spec B is
affine. Then, the Gm-action on X defines a grading B =
⊕
n∈ZBn on a finite e´tale A[t
±1]-
algebra B. The grading on B is compatible with the natural one on A[t±1] multiplied by
m = m1.
We show that the quotient X/Gm = Spec B0 is finite e´tale over A. Since B is finite
e´tale over A[t±1], its direct summand B0 is finite flat over A. To show it is e´tale, we
may assume A is an algebraically closed field. Then, B0 is an A-subalgebra of the e´tale
A-algebra B ⊗A[t±1] A = B0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Bm−1 defined by t 7→ 1, it is also e´tale over A.
Let G˜(R)∨ Z˜ denote the complement of the 0-section. By Lemma 3.4, the quotient
PG(R)∨ = (G˜(R)∨ Z˜)/Ghm
is a finite e´tale scheme over Z = Z˜/Ghm. Then, since the injection G˜
(R)∨ → T (R)∨ =
(T ∗X ×X Z˜)(R˜) defined over a radicial covering F n : Z˜(p−n) → Z˜ is compatible with the
Ghm-actions, it induces a morphism
(3.9) PG(R)∨ = (G˜(R)∨ Z˜)/Ghm → (T (R)∨ Z˜)/Ghm = P(T (R)∨)→ P(T ∗X)
on the quotients defined over a radicial covering F n : Z(p
−n) → Z. Since the fibers of the
map G˜(R)∨ Z˜ → PG(R)∨ are connected, the pull-back
(3.10) Γ(PG(R)∨,Z)→ Γ(G˜(R)∨ Z˜,Z)
is an isomorphism.
Let L(1) denote the tautological line bundle on the projective space bundle P(T ∗X).
We consider the commutative diagram
(3.11)
L(1)×P(T ∗X) PG(R)∨ −−−→ T ∗Xy y
PG(R)∨ −−−→ X
where the top vertical arrow is the composition of the first projection with the blow-up
L(1)→ T ∗X at the 0-section. Then, the pull-back by the flat map L(1)×P(T ∗X)PG(R)∨ →
PG(R)∨ and the push-forward by the proper map L(1)×P(T ∗X)PG(R)∨ → T ∗X define maps
(3.12) Γ(PG(R)∨,Z)→ Γ(L(1)×P(T ∗X) PG(R)∨,Z)→ Zd(T ∗X)
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to the free abelian group of d-dimensional cycles of T ∗X . Let
(3.13) L : Γ(G˜(R)∨ Z˜,Z)→ Zd(T ∗X)⊗Z Q = Zd(T ∗X)Q
denote the composition of the inverse of (3.10) and (3.12) divided by the degree pn(d−1) of
the radicial covering F n : Z(p
−n) → Z on which G˜(R)∨ → T (R)∨ is defined. It is independent
of the integer n ≧ 0 such that (3.9) is defined over F n : Z(p
−n) → Z. The morphism
L : Γ(G˜(R)∨ Z˜,Z) → Zd(T ∗X)Q is the sum of the compositions of the restriction maps
with
(3.14) Li : Γ(G˜
(R)∨ ×Z˜ D˜i Z˜i,Z)→ Zd(T ∗X)Q
for i = 1, . . . , h such that ri > 1. Recall that for a set I ⊂ {1, . . . , h} of indices, DI =⋂
i∈I Di denotes the intersection and T
∗
DI
X ⊂ T ∗X ×X DI ⊂ T ∗X the conormal bundle.
Definition 3.5. Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of free Λ-modules on U .
Assume that the ramification of F is non-degenerate along D. We define the characteristic
cycle Char(F) of F as an effective d-cycle with rational coefficients on the cotangent
bundle T ∗X and the total dimension divisor DT (F) of F as a multiple of D with rational
coefficient as follows.
1. If F is isoclinic of slope R = r1D1 + · · ·+ rhDh, define Char(F) by
(3.15) Char(F) = (−1)d ·
(
rank F ·
∑
I:ri=1 for i∈I
[T ∗DIX ] +
∑
ri>1
ri · Li(rkF)
)
.
If F is polyisoclinic and if F =⊕j Fj is an isoclinic decomposition, define Char(F) by
Char(F) =
∑
j
Char(Fj).
In general, define Char(F) by e´tale descent.
2. If F is isoclinic of slope R, define DT (F) by
(3.16) DT (F) =
∑
i
ri · rank F ·Di
If F is polyisoclinic and if F =⊕j Fj is an isoclinic decomposition, define Char(F) by
DT (F) =
∑
j
DT (Fj).
In general, define DT (F) by e´tale descent.
In Definition 3.5.1, for an irreducible component Di with ri > 0, the fiber of the last
term Li(rkF) in (3.15) at the generic point ξi of Di is given by
∑
χ n(χ) ·
[L(χ)]
[F (χ) : Fi]
in the following notation. Let V be the representation of the absolute Galois group
GKi defined by F and let V =
⊕
χ χ
⊕n(χ) be the decomposition by characters of the
graded quotient GrriGKi = G
ri
Ki
/Gri+Ki . The characteristic form (2.36) induces a morphism
(GrriGKi)
∨ = Hom(GrriGKi,Fp) → (Ω1X/k ⊗OX OZ˜(R˜))ζi ⊗OZ˜,ζi κ(ζi) where ζi denote the
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generic point of the fiber of Z˜ → X at ξi. The construction of (3.13) implies that, for
each non-trivial character χ(GrriGKi)
∨, its image defines a line L(χ) in the fiber of the
cotangent bundle T ∗X at ξi defined over a finite extension F (χ) of Fi = κ(ξi).
We expect that Char(F) has integral coefficients (Conjecture 3.11). We will show that
DT (F) has integral coefficients in Proposition 3.10.
If F is tamely ramified along D, we have R = D and the characteristic cycle Char(F)
is Lagrangian [19, Definition A.1.2]. However, it is not Lagrangian in general (see Example
3.6.2 below). In general, the total dimension divisor DT (F) is much less precise than the
characteristic cycle Char(F). However for curves, they are equivalent.
Example 3.6. 1. Assume dimX = 1 and D = {x}. Recall that, for a representation
V of GK , the sum dimV + Sw V of the rank and the Swan conductor is called the total
dimension and denoted dim totV . We have
Char(F) = −
(
rank F · [T ∗XX ] + dim totx(F) · [T ∗DX ]
)
,(3.17)
DT (F) = dim totx(F) ·D.
The minus sign in the formula for Char(F) comes from the fact that a curve has odd
dimension. In particular, Char(F) and DT (F) have integral coefficients by the classical
theorem of Hasse-Arf [28, The´ore`me 1, Chapitre VI].
2. Let X = A2k = Spec k[x, y] and let U be the complement of the divisor D defined by
x = 0. Then by Example 2.18.1, for the locally constant sheaf F of rank 1 defined by the
Artin-Schreier covering tp−t = 1
xn
where p ∤ n, we have Char(F) = [T ∗XX ]+(n+1)· [T ∗DX ]
since T ∗DX is spanned by dx.
Similarly by Example 2.18.2, for F defined by tp − t = y
xn
where p | n, we have
Char(F) = [T ∗XX ] + n · [L] where L is the sub line bundle of the restriction T ∗X ×X D
generated by the section dy unless p = n = 2. If p = n = 2, we have Char(F) =
[T ∗XX ]+F∗[L] where L is the sub line bundle of the pull-back T
∗X×XD(2−1) by F : D(2−1) →
D → X generated by the section √ydx+ dy.
3.2 Pull-back and local acyclicity
We define a condition for a morphism f : X ′ → X of smooth schemes to be non-characteristic
with respect to a locally constant sheaf on the complement of a divisor on X .
Definition 3.7. Let X and X ′ be schemes smooth of dimension d and d′ over k respectively
and U ⊂ X and U ′ ⊂ X ′ be the complements of divisors D ⊂ X and D′ ⊂ X ′ with simple
normal crossings. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism over k such that f−1(U) = U ′.
1. Let L =
∑
i liLi ∈ Zd(T ∗X)Q be a conic cycle with rational coefficients li > 0.
We say that f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to L if the intersection of the
inverse image of Li by the projection T
∗X ×X X ′ → T ∗X with Ker(T ∗X ×X X ′ → T ∗X ′)
is contained in the 0-section of T ∗X ×X X ′ for every i.
If f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to L, we define f ∗(L) ∈ Zd′(T ∗X ′)Q
to be the linear combination
∑
i li[f
∗Li] of the images of [Li ×X X ′] ∈ Zd′(T ∗X ×X X ′).
2. (cf. [19, Definition 5.4.12]) Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of Λ-
modules on U such that the ramification of F is non-degenerate along D. We say f : X ′ →
X is non-characteristic with respect to F if f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect
to Char(F) ∈ Zd(T ∗X)Q.
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We prove a compatibility of the characteristic cycle with the pull-back by a non-
characteristic morphism f : X → Y .
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and F be a locally constant sheaf of
free Λ-modules of finite rank on the complement U = X D of a divisor D with normal
crossings. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of smooth schemes over k such that U ′ = f−1(U)
is the complement of a divisor D′ ⊂ X ′ with normal crossings.
Assume that either of the following conditions is satisfied.
(s) F is totally wildly ramified along D and the ramification of F along D is non-
degenerate.
(t) F is tamely ramified along D.
Then, if f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to F , the ramification of the pull-
back f ∗UF is non-degenerate along D′ and
(3.18) (−1)dimX′Char(f ∗UF) = (−1)dimXf ∗Char(F), DT (f ∗UF) = f ∗DT (F).
Proof. (s) Since the assertion is e´tale local, we may assume that F is isoclinic of slope R.
Let V → U be a finite e´tale Galois covering trivializing F such that the ramification along
D is bounded by R+ and is non-degenerate at multiplicity R. Then, by Proposition 2.22.2,
the ramification along D′ of the e´tale Galois covering V ′ = V ×U U ′ → U ′ is bounded by
R′+ and is non-degenerate at multiplicity R′ for R′ = f ∗R. Further, the characteristic
form CharR′(V
′/U ′) is the pull-back of CharR(V/U). Thus, the assertion follows.
(t) Let I be a subset of {1, . . . , h}. The conormal bundle T ∗DIX is locally spanned by dti
for i ∈ I such that ti defines Di. Then by the condition that X ′ → X is non-characteristic
with respect to T ∗DIX , it follows that the inverse images D
′
i = f
∗Di are smooth and meet
transversally each other. Hence, the pull-back f ∗(
∑
ri=1
Di) is
∑
ri=1
D′i and the assertion
on DT (F) follows. Further, if we put D′I =
⋂
i∈I D
′
i, then the pull-back of [T
∗
DI
X ] is
[T ∗D′
I
X ′] and the assertion on Char(F) also follows.
Corollary 3.9. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and F be a locally constant sheaf of free
Λ-modules of finite rank on the complement U = X D of a divisor D with simple normal
crossings. Assume that one of the conditions (s) and (t) in Proposition 3.8 is satisfied.
1. Let C be a smooth curve, f : C → X be a morphism over k and x be an isolated
point of f−1(D). Then, we have
(3.19) dim totxf
∗F ≦ (DT (F), C)x
where the right hand side denotes the intersection number at x.
2. Let Σ ⊂ TX be the union of the images of the hyperplane bundles defined as zero-
locus of non-vanishing sections of the characteristic cycle Char(F). Let C be a smooth
curve and f : C → X be a morphism over k. For a point x ∈ f−1(D) of the inverse image,
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) f : C → X is non-characteristic on a neighborhood of x with respect to F .
(2) We have an equality in (3.19).
(3) The image of the map f∗ : TxC → Tf(x)X on the tangent space is not contained in
Σ defined above.
3. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of smooth schemes over k such that f−1(U) is the
complement of a divisor D′ with simple normal crossings. Then, the following conditions
are equivalent.
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(1) f : X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to F .
(2) For every closed point x′ of D′, there exists a curve C onX ′ meeting D′ transversally
at x′ such that the composition C → X ′ → X is non-characteristic with respect to F .
Proof. By the second equality in (3.17) in Example 3.6.1, the left hand side of (3.19) is
DT of the pull-back F|C to C.
1. Since the assertion is e´tale local, we may assume that F is isoclinic of slope R.
Then, the inequality (3.19) follows from Proposition 2.22.1.
2. The equivalence (1)⇔(3) is clear from the definition of non-charactericity. If f : C →
X is non-characteristic with respect to F , then (3.19) is an equality by Proposition 3.8.
Hence, we have (1)⇒(2).
We show (2)⇒(1) or equivalently (2)⇒(3). By the inequality (3.19), the equality in
(3.19) is equivalent to those for all isoclinic components. Hence we may assume F is iso-
clinic of slope R. Let V be a G-torsor over U for a finite group G such that the ramification
of V is bounded by R+ and that F is corresponding to a faithful representation V of G.
If F is tamely ramified along D, the equality (3.19) is equivalent to the condition that
C meets D transversally. Thus in this case (2) implies (1).
Assume that the condition (s) in Proposition 3.8 is satisfied. Then, since the ramifica-
tion of V ′ = V ×X C over U ′ = U ×X C is bounded by R′+, the equality dim totxF|C =
(DTD(F), C)x is equivalent to that every character χ of G(R) such that rkF(χ) 6= 0 induces
a non-trivial character of G′(R
′). This means that a non-zero differential form CharR(χ)
in the fiber at x of the line Lχ for such a character χ does not vanish on the tangent line
TxC and the assertion follows.
3. By 2.(3)⇒(1), the condition (1) implies (2). Conversely, by 2.(1)⇒(3), the condition
(2) implies (1).
On the integrality of the coefficients of the characteristic cycle and of the total dimen-
sion divisor, we deduce the following from the classical Hasse-Arf theorem.
Proposition 3.10. Assume that the ramification of F along D is non-degenerate.
1. The characteristic cycle Char(F) has coefficients in Z[1
p
].
2. The total dimension divisor DT (F) has integral coefficients.
For the total dimension divisor DT (F), the integrality is proved by Xiao Liang [29,
Corollary 4.4.3] by using p-adic differential equations.
Proof. By the definition of characteristic cycle, it suffices to prove the case where the
condition (s) in Proposition 3.8 is satisfied. Further we may assume that D is irreducible.
Since the question is local on an e´tale neighborhood of the generic point ξ of D, we may
assume that F is isoclinic of slope rD and r > 1. Further we may assume that the support
of the characteristic cycle consists of the 0-section and the image of one line bundle defined
over the radicial covering F n : D(p
−n) → D for an integer n ≧ 0.
1. Letm be the prime-to-p part of the denominator of r. Then, the subgroup µm ⊂ Gm
stabilizes the line bundle and acts faithfully on the characteristic form. Hence rank F is
divisible by m and the assertion follows.
2. It follows from Corollary 3.9.2.
Conjecture 3.11. The characteristic cycle Char(F) has integral coefficients.
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We will later state Conjecture 3.16 stronger than Conjecture 3.11.
Corollary 3.9 immediately implies the following characterization on the support of the
characteristic cycle and the total dimension divisor.
Proposition 3.12. Keep the assumptions in Corollary 3.9.
1. There exists a unique linear combination L =
∑
i=1 liDi with integral coefficients
li ≧ 0 satisfying the following properties (1) and (2): (1) For every irreducible curve in X
not contained in D and every point x ∈ D ∩ C, we have
(3.20) dim totxF|C ≦ (L,C)x.
(2) For each irreducible component Di of D, there exists a smooth curve C in X meeting
Di transversally and meeting no other irreducible components of D such that we have an
equality in (3.20).
The unique linear combination L above equals the total dimension divisor DT (F).
2. There exists a closed subset Σ ⊂ TX characterized by the following property: For
a point x ∈ D and a smooth curve C in X meeting every irreducible component of D
transversally at x ∈ C, an equality in (3.19) is equivalent to that the image of the map
f∗ : TxC → Tf(x)X on the tangent space is not contained in Σ.
3. The closed subset Σ ⊂ TX in 2. is the union of the following two parts:
(1) Finitely many hyperplane bundles H1, . . . , Hl defined over finite e´tale schemes of
the radicial covering F n : Z(p
−n) → Z for an integer n ≧ 0.
(2) The linear span of the union of the tangent bundles TDi ⊂ TX for ri = 1.
The support of the characteristic cycle Char(F) is the union of the following two parts:
(1′) The union of the orthogonals L1, . . . , Ll ⊂ T ∗X of H1, . . . , Hl ⊂ TX.
(2′) The linear span of the union of the conormal bundles T ∗DiX ⊂ T ∗X for ri = 1.
The assertion 2. implies that for most smooth curve C ⊂ X transversal to D satisfies
the equality in (3.20) in assertion 1. The linear span in 3 (2′) arises from the definition of
the tame part of the characteristic cycle in (3.15).
We introduce another condition for a smooth morphism f : X → Y of smooth schemes
to be non-characteristic with respect to a locally constant sheaf on the complement of a
divisor on X . In the rest of this section, we further assume that Λ is a noetherian ring
annihilated by an integer invertible in k, to consider nearby cycles.
Definition 3.13. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and let F be a locally constant sheaf
of free Λ-modules of finite rank on the complement U = X D of a divisor D with simple
normal crossings. Assume that the ramification of F along D is non-degenerate. Let
f : X → Y be a smooth morphism of smooth schemes over k.
We say that f is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of F along D if the
inverse image of Char(F) by T ∗Y ×Y X → T ∗X is contained in the 0-section.
The proposition below partially answers a question raised by Deligne [12]. We recall
the definition of local acyclicity [11, De´finition 2.12]. Let f : X → S be a morphism of
schemes and K be a complex of sheaves on the e´tale site of X . Let x¯→ X be a geometric
point of X and let s¯ → S denote its image. Then, we say that f : X → S is locally
acyclic at x¯ relatively to K if, for every geometric point t¯ of the strict localization Ss¯, the
canonical map Kx¯ → RΓ(Xx¯ ×Ss¯ t¯,K) is a quasi-isomorphism. We say that f : X → S is
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locally acyclic relatively to K if it is locally acyclic at every geometric point x¯→ X . It is
universally locally acyclic relatively to K if every base change is locally acyclic.
The following well-known fact is a consequence of the local acyclicity of smooth mor-
phism.
Lemma 3.14. Let f : X → S be a smooth morphism of schemes, D be a divisor of X with
simple normal crossings relatively to f : X → S and j : U → X be the open immersion of
the complement U = X D. Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of Λ-modules
tamely ramified along D. Then, f : X → S is universally locally acyclic relatively to j!F
and to Rj∗F .
For the sake of convenience of the reader, we sketch a proof, similar to that of [18,
1.3.3 (i)].
Proof. Since the assertion is local on X , we may assume that there is a smooth map
X → AnS defined by functions t1, . . . , tn on X such that D is defined by t1 · · · tn. Further,
we may assume that the pull-back of F to the inverse image U ′ ⊂ X ′ of U by the finite
flat covering π : X ′ → X defined by sm1 = t1, . . . , smn = tn for a integer m ≧ 1 invertible on
S is constant.
The canonical map F → π∗π∗F is injective and the cokernel is locally constant and
tamely ramified along D. Further the morphism X ′ → AnS defined by s1, . . . , sn is smooth
and hence X ′ → S is smooth and U ′ is the complement of a divisor D′ of X ′ with simple
normal crossings relatively to X ′ → S. Thus F admits a resolution by the direct images
of constant sheaves as above and the assertion is reduced to the case where F = Λ is
constant.
Let D1, . . . , Dn be the irreducible components of D and, for a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n},
set DI =
⋂
i∈I Di. Then, we have an exact sequence 0→ j!Λ→ ΛX →
⊕n
i=1 ΛDi → · · · →⊕
|I|=q ΛDI → · · · . By the relative purity, we also have an isomorphism
⊕
|I|=q ΛDI (−q)→
Rqj∗Λ. By devissage, it suffices to show that X → S is locally acyclic relatively to ΛDI .
Since the intersections DI are smooth over S, it follows from the local acyclicity of smooth
morphism [6].
Proposition 3.15. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and let F be a locally constant
sheaf of free Λ-modules of finite rank on the complement U = X D of a divisor D with
simple normal crossings. Let j : U = X D → X denote the open immersion and let
f : X → Y be a smooth morphism of smooth schemes over k. Assume that f : X → Y
is non-characteristic with respect to the ramification of F along D and that either of the
following conditions is satisfied.
(s) F is totally wildly ramified along D and the ramification of F along D is non-
degenerate. Further the restriction D → Y of f is flat.
(t) F is tamely ramified along D.
Then f : X → Y is universally locally acyclic relatively to j!F . In the case (t), f : X → Y
is universally locally acyclic relatively to Rj∗F .
By the proper base change theorem, if we further assume that f is proper, Proposition
implies that Rqg!F and Rqg∗F are locally constant for g = f ◦ j under the assumptions.
Proof. Since f : X → Y is assumed smooth, the locally constant sheaf F on U is universally
locally acyclic by the local acyclicity of smooth morphism [6]. Thus, it suffices to prove
the assertion for each point on D.
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Assume (t) is satisfied. Then, by the definition of the characteristic cycle and of non-
characteristic morphism, the divisor D has simple normal crossings relatively to f : X →
Y . Further, the sheaf F is tamely ramified along D. Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.14
in this case.
Assume (s) is satisfied. First we prove the case where f : X → Y is of relative dimension
1. Since D is flat over Y , it is quasi-finite over Y . For each closed point y of Y , the fiber
Xy is a smooth curve and the immersion Xy → X is non-characteristic with respect to F .
Let x be a closed point Xy ∩D. By Corollary 3.9.2, the total dimension dim totx(F|Xy) at
x of the restriction on the fiber is equal to the intersection number (DT (F), Xy)x. Thus
the function ϕ defined as the sum of total dimensions in [24] is locally constant after
shrinking X and Y if necessary. Since the condition that ϕ is locally constant implies the
local acyclicity by [24, The´ore`me 2.1.1], the assertion follows.
We prove the general case (s) by reducing it to the case of relative dimension 1. It
suffices to show that, for every closed point x of D, there exists an open neighborhood
of x such that the restriction of f : X → Y is universally locally acyclic relatively to j!F .
Let x ∈ D be a closed point of D and y ∈ Y be its image. Since the assertion is e´tale
local, we may assume that k is algebraically closed. The fiber at x of the support of the
characteristic cycle Char F is a union of lines Lj .
By the assumption that f : X → Y is non-characteristic, their intersections with the im-
age of the injection T ∗y Y → T ∗xX reduce to 0. Therefore, as k is algebraically closed, there
exist functions t1, . . . , tn defined on a neighborhood ofX such that dt1, . . . , dtn form a basis
of the cokernel T ∗xX/T
∗
y Y and that the intersections of Lj with T
∗
y Y ⊕ 〈dt1, . . . , dtn−1〉 ⊂
T ∗xX reduce to 0. After shrinking X , we define a morphism g : X → P = An−1 ×k Y by
t1, . . . , tn−1. Then, g : X → P is smooth of relative dimension 1 and non-characteristic
with respect to the ramification of F along D. By modifying ti if necessary without chang-
ing dti, we may assume that the intersection of D with the fiber g
−1(g(x)) is reduced to
the point x. Hence, after shrinking X if necessary, the morphism g : X → P is universally
locally acyclic relatively to j!F . Since P → Y is smooth, the assertion follows from [18,
Corollaire 2.7] and the local acyclicity of smooth morphism.
The following statement is conjectured by Deligne in [12], in a more general setting.
Conjecture 3.16. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and let F be a locally constant sheaf
of free Λ-modules of finite rank on the complement U = X D of a divisor D with simple
normal crossings. Assume that the ramification of F along D is non-degenerate. Let
j : U = X D → X denote the open immersion.
Let f : X → A1 be a flat morphism satisfying either of the conditions (s) and (t) in
Proposition 3.15 and let f ∈ Γ(X,OX) also denote the function defining the morphism
f : X → A1. Assume that the intersection of Char(F) and the section df : X → T ∗X is
supported in the fiber T ∗xX of a closed point x of X. Then, the total dimension of the space
of vanishing cycles is given by the intersection number:
(3.21) − dim totxφx(f, j!F) = (Char(F), df(X))T ∗X .
Conjecture 3.16 implies the integrality of the coefficients of Char(F) (Conjecture 3.11).
Proposition 3.15 implies that Conjecture 3.16 holds if the intersection of Char(j!F) and
the section df : X → T ∗X is empty. If x is in U , it is a consequence of the Milnor formula
proved in [10]. In the case where X is a surface, Conjecture 3.16 is proved under a certain
assumption in [25].
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3.3 Characteristic cycle and characteristic class
We study the relation of the characteristic cycle and the characteristic cycle defined in [3].
We briefly recall the definition of the characteristic class [3, Definition 2.1.1] specialized
to the following situation. Let k be a field and X be a smooth separated scheme of finite
type of dimension d over k. Let ℓ be a prime number invertible in k. We assume that a
local ring Λ is finite over Zℓ[ζp] or is a finite extension of Qℓ(ζp), to consider cohomology.
Let j : U → X be an open immersion and F be a smooth sheaf of flat Λ-modules of finite
rank on U .
Let j1 : U ×k X → X ×k X and j2 : U ×k U → U ×k X denote the open immersions.
Let H0 denote the smooth sheaf Hom(pr∗2F , pr∗1F) on U ×k U and set H = j1!Rj2∗H0 on
X ×k X . We consider the commutative diagram
X
j←−−− U
δ
y yδU
X ×k X j×j←−−− U ×k U
where the vertical arrows are the diagonal immersions and regard X and U as closed
subschemes of X ×k X and U ×k U respectively. By the relative purity and the canonical
isomorphism δ∗UH0 → End(F), we identify H2dU (U ×k U,H0(d)) = H0(U, End(F)). Then,
it is shown in [3, (1.22)] that the restriction map
(3.22) H2dX (X ×k X,H(d)) −−−→ H2dU (U ×k U,H0(d)) = H0(U, End(F)) = EndU(F)
is an isomorphism. The pull-back to the diagonal and the trace map define
(3.23) H2dX (X ×k X,H(d)) −−−→ H2d(X, j!End(F)(d)) −−−→ H2d(X,Λ(d))
since the isomorphism δ∗UH0 → End(F) induces an isomorphism δ∗H(d) → j!End(F)(d).
The characteristic class
C(j!F) ∈ H2d(X,Λ(d))
is defined as the image by (3.23) of the inverse image of the identity 1F ∈ EndU(F)
by the isomorphism (3.22). If X is proper over k, the Lefschetz trace formula implies
that the Euler number χc(Uk¯,F) =
∑
q(−1)q dimHqc (Uk¯,F) is equal to the image of the
characteristic class C(j!F) by the trace map Tr : H2d(X,Λ(d))→ Λ.
Assume that k is perfect. We compute the characteristic class assuming that the
ramification is isoclinic and non-degenerate. Let U = X D be the complement of a
divisor with simple normal crossings and R = r1D1 + · · ·+ rhDh and M = m1D1 + · · ·+
mhDh be as in the first paragraph of Section 2. Recall that in the case where R has non
integral coefficients, the definition of the characteristic cycle involves the oversimplicial
scheme P
(R,M)
• that carries a canonical Ghm-action. In order to treat the cohomology of
the quotient by the Ghm-action, we will use the cohomology of classifying space which
we recall briefly. The canonical Ghm-equivariant map X˜
(M) = P
(R,M)
0 → X induces a
morphism [X˜(M)/Ghm]→ X of algebraic stacks.
The cohomology of the quotient stack [X˜(M)/Ghm] ([26, (12.10)]) is computed as that
of the simplicial scheme [X˜(M)/Ghm]• [9, (6.1.2.1)] by [26, Proposition (12.4.5)]. The
canonical map [X˜(M)/Ghm] → X of stacks is interpreted as an augmentation morphism
[X˜(M)/Ghm]• → X to the constant simplicial scheme.
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Lemma 3.17. There exists a constant c ≧ 1 independent of M or Λ such that the kernel
and the cokernel of the pull-back
(3.24) H2d(X,Λ(d))→ H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm],Λ(d))
are killed by (m1 · · ·mh)c.
Proof. By the stratifications (D◦I ) of X and (D˜
(M)◦
I ) of X˜
(M), it suffices to show the
assertion for Hq(D◦I ,Λ(r)) → Hq([D˜(M)◦I /Ghm],Λ(r)) for q ≧ 0. For M = D, X˜(D) is a
Ghm-torsor over X and the morphisms [D˜
(M)◦
I /G
h
m]→ D◦I are isomorphisms. Hence (3.24)
is an isomorphism for M = D.
We show the general case. It suffices to show the assertion for the map on the coho-
mology defined by [D˜
(M)◦
I /G
h
m]→ [D˜(D)◦I /Ghm]. The canonical map D˜(M)◦I → D˜(D)◦I fits in
a cartesian diagram
D˜
(M)◦
I −−−→
∏
i/∈I Gmy ✷ y(ti)7→(tmii )
D˜
(D)◦
I −−−→
∏
i/∈I Gm
and is compatible with the map Ghm → Ghm sending (ti) to (tmii ) by Lemma 2.10.1. By
computing the cohomology using the simplicial schemes [D˜
(M)◦
I /G
h
m]• and [D˜
(D)◦
I /G
h
m]•,
it suffices to apply the Ku¨nneth formula.
We compute the pull-back of the characteristic class C(j!F) in H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm],Λ(d))
using the Chern class of the tangent bundle.
Proposition 3.18. (cf. [27, Theorem 3.4]) Assume that the ramification of F along D
is isoclinic of slope R = r1D1 + · · · + rhDh, is bounded by R+ and is non-degenerate at
multiplicity R. Assume that F is totally wildly ramified along D. Then the pull-back of
the characteristic class C(j!F) in H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm],Λ(d)) equals
(3.25) rank(F) · cd
(
(TX ×X X˜(M))(−R˜(M))
)
.
If the denominators of the coefficients in R are invertible in Λ, it is further equal to the
pull-back of the cycle class
(3.26) rank(F) · ((X,X)T ∗X + (c(Ω1X/k)(1−R)−1[R])dim0).
Proof. By the assumption on R, we have Z = D and T
(R,M)
1 is equal to the complement
D
(R,M)
1 = P
(R,M)
1 (U ×k U ×k Ghm). We consider the cartesian diagram
(3.27)
[T
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m]
i−−−→ [P (R,M)1 /Ghm] j˜←−−− [(U ×k U ×k Ghm)/Ghm] = U ×k U
0
x ✷ xδ˜ ✷ xδU
[D˜(M)/Ghm] −−−→ [X˜(M)/Ghm] j
(M)←−−− [(U ×k Ghm)/Ghm] = U
where the vertical arrows are regular closed immersions and the right horizontal arrows
are the open immersions of complements of the images of the left horizontal arrows. The
cycle class of the middle vertical arrow is defined as a cohomology class
(3.28) [ [X˜(M)/Ghm] ] ∈ H2d[X˜(M)/Ghm]([P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m],Λ(d))
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by cohomological purity [23, Proposition 4.10.1].
Set H˜ = j˜∗H0 on [P (R,M)1 /Ghm]. Since H0 is isomorphic to the pull-back of End(F) on
(V ×k V )/∆G and W (R,M)1 → P (R,M)1 (Theorem 2.14) is e´tale, the base change map
(3.29) δ˜∗H˜ = δ˜∗j˜∗H0 → j(M)∗ δ∗UH0 = j(M)∗ End(F)
is an isomorphism. Hence the restriction map
H0([X˜(M)/Ghm], δ˜
∗H˜)→ H0(U, End(F)) = EndU(F)
is an isomorphism and the identity of F defines a section
(3.30) 1F ∈ H0([X˜(M)/Ghm], δ˜∗H˜).
The cup product of (3.28) and (3.30) defines a cohomology class
(3.31) [ [X˜(M)/Ghm] ] · 1F ∈ H2d[X˜(M)/Ghm]([P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m], H˜(d)).
Let ϕ : [P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m]→ X ×X be the canonical map. We show that the pull-back
ϕ∗ : H2dX (X ×X,H(d)) −−−→ H2dϕ−1(X)([P (R,M)1 /Ghm], H˜(d))
of the identity 1F ∈ H2dX (X×X,H(d)) has the same image as the cup product (3.31). The
top line in (3.27) defines an exact sequence
H2d
[T
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m]
([P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m], H˜(d))→ H2dϕ−1(X)([P (R,M)1 /Ghm], H˜(d))→ H2dU (U × U,H0(d))
since ϕ−1(X) [T
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m] = [U ×Ghm/Ghm] = U ⊂ U × U .
Since both the identity 1F ∈ H2dX (X × X,H(d)) and the cup product (3.31) have
the identity 1F as their images in H
2d
U (U × U,H0(d)) = EndU(F), it suffices to show
H2d
[T
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m]
([P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m], H˜(d)) = 0. Let p : [T (R,M)1 /Ghm] → [D˜(M)/Ghm] denote the
canonical map. Then, it is reduced to showing
(3.32) Rp∗Ri
!H˜ = 0.
Since the assertion is e´tale local on [D˜(M)/Ghm], we may assume that G˜
(R) is constant
and regard the idempotent eF as a family of idempotent (eχ) indexed by non-trivial char-
acters χ ∈ G˜(R)∨, χ 6= 0. By the second isomorphism in (3.3) in Lemma 3.3, we have a
canonical isomorphism ⊕
χ 6=0
p∗Ri!j∗eχEnd(F)⊗ Lχ → Ri!H˜.
Since Rp∗Lχ = 0 for non-trivial character χ 6= 0 of G˜(R), it induces an isomorphism
Rp∗Ri
!H˜ →⊕χ 6=0Ri!j∗eχEnd(F)⊗ Rp∗Lχ = 0 and (3.32) is proved.
Let δ : [X˜(M)/Ghm]→ [P (R,M)1 /Ghm] and δU : U = [U ×Ghm/Ghm]→ U × U = [U × U ×
Ghm/G
h
m] denote the diagonal morphisms. By the isomorphism (3.29), we obtain a variant
H2dϕ−1(X)([P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m], H˜(d))→H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm], j(M)∗ End(F)(d))(3.33)
→ H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm],Λ(d))
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of (3.23). By the definition of the characteristic cycle C(j!F) recalled above, its image in
H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm],Λ(d)) is equal to the image of the cup-product (3.31) by (3.33). The trace
map sends the identity to the rank and the pull-back of the cycle class [X˜(M)/Ghm] by the
lifting of the diagonal map is the self-intersection product of [X˜(M)/Ghm] in [P
(R,M)
1 /G
h
m]
and is the top Chern class cd((TX ×X X˜(M))(−R˜(M))) of the normal bundle. Hence we
obtain (3.25).
To deduce (3.26) from (3.25), it suffices to apply the formula
cd(E ⊗ L−1) = (−1)d
d∑
i=0
ci(E
∨)c1(L)
d−i
= (−1)d
(
cd(E
∨) +
d∑
i=1
ci(E
∨)(1− c1(L))−1c1(L)
)
deg d
for a vector bundle E of rank d, the dual E∨ and a line bundle L.
Corollary 3.19. Assume that the ramification of F along D is isoclinic of slope R =
r1D1 + · · · + rhDh, is bounded by R+ and is non-degenerate at multiplicity R. Assume
that we have ri > 1 for every i = 1, . . . , h. If the denominators of ri are invertible in Λ,
for the pull-back of the characteristic class, we have an equality
(3.34) C(j!F) = [Char(F)]
in H2d([X˜(M)/Ghm],Λ(d)).
Proof. By the definition of the characteristic cycle (3.15) and by (3.26), it suffices to show
(3.35) (X,
∑
iri · Li(rkF))T ∗X = rank(F)
(
c(Ω1X/k)(1− R)−1[R]
)
dim0
.
By the assumption that the ramification along D is isoclinic of slope R, the push-forward
of rkF · [PG∨] by the finite e´tale morphism PG∨ → D is rank F · [D]. Hence we have
(X,
∑
iri · Li(rkF))T ∗X =
rank F
[PG∨ : D]
· (X,∑iri · L(1)×P(T ∗X) PG∨ ×D Di)T ∗X .
By applying the excess intersection formula to the cartesian diagram (3.11), we obtain
(X,L(1)×P(T ∗X) PG∨ ×D Di)T ∗X =
(
c(Ω1X/k)c(L(1))
−1[PG∨ ×D Di]
)
dim 0
= [PG∨ : D] · (c(Ω1X/k)c(L(1))−1[Di])dim0
for each i. Since the pull-back of the line bundle L(1)×P(T ∗X) PG∨ to G˜∨ D˜ is L(−R˜),
the assertion follows.
In the case where F is tamely ramified alongD namely R = D, the equality (3.34) is an
immediate consequence of [27, Corollary 3.2]. In fact, in this case, [Char F ] is rank F -times
the pull-back of the class of the 0-section of the logarithmic cotangent bundle T ∗X(logD)
by the canonical map T ∗X → T ∗X(logD).
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Example 3.20. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic 2, set X = P2k ⊃ U = A2k =
Spec k[x, y] and let D = P1k be the line at infinity. Define a finite e´tale morphism V → U
by the Artin-Schreier equation t2− t = xy. Then, the ramification of V over U is bounded
by 2D+ and non-degenerate along D at multiplicity R = 2D.
By Example 2.18, the characteristic form CharR(V/U) : Z/2Z→ F ∗(T ∗X(2D)×X D)
sends 1 to the section
(3.36) d(xy) +
√
y
x
dx
of Ω1X/k(2D) defined on the radicial double covering F : D
(2−1) → D. The characteris-
tic cycle of the locally constant sheaf L on U of rank 1 corresponding to the injection
Gal(V/U) = F2 → {±1} ⊂ Λ× is the sum of the 0-section T ∗XX of T ∗X and the image of
a sub line bundle L → F ∗(T ∗X ×X D) defined by (3.36) defined over the radicial double
covering F : D(2
−1) → D. The composition L→ F ∗(T ∗D×DD) with the the map induced
by the canonical surjection T ∗X ×X D → T ∗D ×D D is an isomorphism.
By Proposition 3.18, the characteristic class C(j!L) is (X,X)T ∗X+(KX+2D)·2D where
the canonical divisor KX of the projective plane X = P
2
k is −3D. Hence, the Euler number
is χc(Uk¯,L) = χ(X,Λ) − 2 = 1. The normalization Y of X in V is a smooth quadric, is
isomorphic to P1×P1 and has the Euler number χ(Y,Λ) = χ(X,Λ)+χc(Uk¯,L) = 3+1 = 4.
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